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A B S T R A C T
This thesis describes a theoretical and experimental 
study of the behaviour of the compression chords for through- 
bridges.
The behaviour of the compression chords has been studied 
theoretically for the case when the chords have cross-sections 
with two axes of symmetry and negligible torsional and warping 
rigidities. The stability of the chords has been investigated 
for the cases when they remain straight up to the point of buckling * 
and for the cases when the live load is applied on to the flexible 
cross-girders and the chords consequently deflect before the 
buckling loads are reached.
The same problems as those mentioned above have been 
studied for the more general case when the chords have cross- 
sections with only one axis of symmetry and when both the torsional 
and warping rigidities are taken into account.
Experimental work has been carried out on a xylonite 
and on an aluminium model through-bridge in order to provide 
experimental verification for the theoretical analyses. Generally 
a very close agreement was obtained between the theoretical and 
experimental results.
All the theoretical results nave been obtained using 
Fourier series, and they are given in the general form. Provided 
an infinite number of terms are used in the formulae they will 
give the exact answers for tne problems considered. In order to 
estimate the practical values of these results, the convergencies
iii
A B S T R A C T  Continued...... . •*
of the Fourier series have been studied* It was found that 
for most practical cases the theoretical formulae will provide 
the required design data without too elaborate computations 
being involved*
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C H A P T E R  1
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
1*1 . THE GENERAL PROBLEM
1.1.1 , T‘hrough~foridg©s as considered in this thesis are bridges 
where the cross-girders are placed below the level of the 
compression chords of the main girders, and where there is no 
lateral bracing between these chords. In these types of bridges 
the compression chords will be supported laterally at discrete 
points by U-frames which are made up ©f the cross-girders and 
the vertical stiffeners of the main girders. These U-frames 
will tend to resist any deflexions and rotations of the compression 
chords. In the cases where the chords remain straight up to the 
point at which buckling occurs, the mod© of buckling will depend 
upon the rigidity of these frames» When the frames are very 
rigid, the number of half-waves of the buckled chords will be equal 
to the number ©f panels into which the U-frawes divide the main 
girders. In. this case buckling taxes place without the tops of 
the U-fraiaes deflecting or rotating in the plane of the frames.
On the other hand, when the U-frames are very flexible the mode 
of buckling of the chords may be of one half-wave only. - It is of 
interest to note that the U-frames do not have to be perfectly 
rigid or perfectly flexible for the respective modes of buckling 
mentioned.above to occur*
1*1.2 It can thus clearly be seen that the ability of the chords 
in fchrough-bridges to withstand axial compressive loads
- 2 -
without buckling will not only depend on the rxgidity of the 
chords but also to a great ©stent on the sbxffness of the U— 
frames. To be able to predict the effect these U-frames will 
have on the buckling loads for the chords will consequently be 
of great value when bridges of this type are designed.
1.1.3 In bridges the live load will be applied on the cross- 
. girders, and their deflexions will result in lateral 
'movements of the tope of the vertical members of the U-frames.
In the-cases where the ends of the chords are prevented from 
moving laterally this will lead to deflexions, rotations and 
stresses being imposed on the chords udilch clearly may affect 
the a.hility of the chords'to carry axial compressive loads.
1.1.k The main object of the work which has led to this thesis
has been a theoretical and experimental study of the points 
mentioned above. It has particularly been the aim of the author 
to obtain results which can h© used for actual design purposes.
1.2 HISTORICAL ROTS
1.2.1 During the last ?0 to 80 years a great amount of work lias 
been carried out in the study of the stability of the com­
pression chords for through-bridges. Bridges of this type were 
first used to a great extent in connexion with the large railway 
constructions which were carried out in the middle of the.nineteenth 
century. Several failures due to instability of the compression 
chords occurred, and this led to the first theoretical investigations. 
Since a very complete description about the research which has 
been carried out in this field has been given elsewhere (Bleiek 1952, 
Chapter VIII pp. 26B~2?2), only a few of the most important-con­
tributions'will be mentioned here.
1.-2.2' The first study of the stability of the compression chords 
• for•through-bridges was carried out by F . Engesoer. He 
considered the chords to be rigidly supported at both ends and 
laterally supported in a continuous elastic medium, and subjected 
to constant axial compressive loads (Engesser X084 and IB85) • .
The case of variable axial loading was treated by F.S. Jaslnsky 
(French translation, Jasinsky 1594). The same problems were 
studied by Timoshenko, who was the first to apply the energy metnod 
to this typ© of problem, and thus obtained the results in a much 
simpler form (French translation, Timoshenko 1913)» The case of 
buckling of the chords when they are laterally supported on evenly 
spaced elastic supports has been considered by many research 
workers, but it was when‘the energy method was first used that 
results in a form which could be need for design purposes war® 
obtained (e«g« Kasarnowsky and Eetterholm 192?, and F. Bleich and
H. BXeich 1937)* The case of buckling by torsion and flexure of 
a bar in elastic medium subjected to a constant axial load ha® 
been considered by Timoshenko (Timoshenko 1945)* who treated the 
general case. The earns problem as applied to the-compression 
chords for ■ -through-bridgos was considered, by F. Bleich (Bleioli 1952, 
Chapter VIII pp. 294-300).
I.2.3 A problem which appears to have received very little attentio 
-is- that mentioned in paragraph 1.1,3* tha effect of the live
load deformation of the cross-girders on the stability of the chords 
W . Schibler considered the case of truss-glrder fchrough-bridges 
where the chords are supported laterally at discrete points by the 
U-fraraes (Schibler 1946). The results become difficult to use • 
in practice if the number of panels exceeds four.
1.2*4 As the results of the research on through-bridges have been 
published in a number of different languages over a period 
of about 80 years, the material has not been, readily available
- if -
for designers * It was therefore of great importance when
F. Bleich included in his book descriptions of the most important 
methods.. (Bleich 1952, Chapter VIII pp.2?2-294) -
1.2.5 No description of any experimental work os' through-bridges 
appears to have been published.
1.3 OBJECT OF THIS STUDY
1.3.1' As seen from section 1*2, a great amount of work has been 
carried out and a number of methods for the design of the 
compression chords for through-bridges have been proposed. Most 
of these methods ar©, however, very cumbersome to use in practice, 
and it is not surprising that because of its simplicity the method 
proposed by Engesser in I8S4 -is still used to a great extent. As
this method is based on the assumptions of constant axial loads in 
the chords and unyielding end .supports for the chords, it will not 
usually be applicable to the design of compression chords for 
through-br.idges.
1.3.2 The main object of the work described in this thesis was to 
develop analytical formula® which could be used for actual
design purposes without too much work being Involved. particular 
attention was directed to the study of the effects on the stability 
of the chords by the deformation of the cross-girders when subjected 
to live load. . -
1.3.3 It was also considered to be of importance to Investigate 
the'validity of the theoretical methods by carrying out
experimental work on model through-bridges.
1.4 THEORETICAL WORK
1.4.1 In Chapter II and Chapter III a theoretical study of the
behaviour of the compression chords for .through-bridges has
~ 5 -
been given. In order to obtain the results in such a form that 
they could be used for actual design purposes without too elaborate 
computations being involved, it was necessary to base the-theoretical 
work on a number of assumptions,, and to limit the study to the basic 
type of through-bri&ge, complying with the following conditions s~
1.4.2 Only the case of through-bridges having two parallel main
girders was considered. The cross-girders - anti the-vertical
stiffeners were assumed to b® ©venly spaced.along the whole length 
of the main girders, and to be of the same flexural rigidities 
throughout the span. The cross-girders were assumed to be placed 
at right-angles to the main girders and to be rigidly connected 
to the vertical stiffoners. Skew bridges have not been considered.
1.4*3 No- sidesway was assumed to take place. The cross-girders 
and the.bridge deck were assumed to have such rigidities in 
the horizontal plan© so as to' prevent the main girders at any 
section from moving sideways in the same direction.
1.4*4 The main girders were assumed to be plate girders of uniform 
depth. The top chords were assumed to be straight before 
any live load was applied to the bridge. The axial compressive 
load in a chord at a section was assumed to be proportional t© the 
bending moment in the main girder at that section. Only uniformly 
distributed continuous strip loading covering .the whole span of 
the bridge was considered, and the bending moments in the main 
girders due to such a loading were assumed to vary sinusoidally.
1.4.5 Both the flexural and the rotational rigidities of the tops 
of the vertical stiffeners, in the plane of the U-frames»
\?ere assumed to be replaced by an equivalent continuous elastic 
medium.. The torsional rigidity of the vertical stiffeners in the
horizontal plane was assumed to be negligible.
6 -
1.4-.6 Only elastic behaviour of the chords and the tf-frames was 
considered^
1.4*7 Additional assumptions are stated as they are required in- 
Chapter II and Chapter III®
1.5 EXPERIMENTAL VVOSK
1.5*1 In order to prove the validity of the theoretical analyses
given in Chapter II and Chapter III,, experiments were carried 
out on a xylonite model through-bridge and on an aluminium model 
through-bridge. -Descriptions of these experiments,together with 
discussions of the results obtained, are given in Chapter IV for 
the xylonite model, and in Chapter V for the aluminium model.
- 7 -
C H A P T E R  II. '
%
T H E O R E T I C A L  A 1 A L I S I S  N E G L E C T I  N G
T O R S I O N
2.1 . .INTRODUCTION’
2.1.1 In this chapter a theoretical study of the compression 
chords for through-bridges is given. The chords are
assumed to have cross-sections with two axes of symmetry and to 
have negligible torsional rigidity. A more general treatment 
©f buckling by torsion and flexure is given in Chapter III.
2.1.2 The theoretical study can be divided into the following 
two main parts:-
(a) Buckling of the straight chords, and
(b) Deflexion of the chords due to the live 
load being applied ©a the cross-girders.
Both the above cases (a) and (b) can be classified as stability 
problems• The main difference is that in (a) the chorda are 
assumed to. remain straight up to the point of buckling whereas in 
(to), since the load is being applied on to the flexible cross- 
girders, the chords will deflect long before the buckling load 
in (a) is reached. Gas© (b) can thus be classified as the buckling 
of a curved member.
2.1.3 Case (a) problems have,in the author's opinion, very little 
practical interest when the behaviour of the compression
chords for through-bridges is considered. It will b© shown in
- 8 -
section 2.2., however, that the solution® of class (b) problems 
will'be'based directly upon the results of class (a) problems, 
and therefore both, these cases have been studied..
2.10.4 In Appendix I a list of the symbols used in the following' 
theoretical analyses is given. Appendix II gives' the 
formulae for the elastic stiffnesses of the U-frames for the 
different types of loading.considered in this chapter and in 
Chapter III.
2.2 THE GENERAL METHOD USED FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE STABILITY 
PROBLEMS
2 .2 . 1  Th© method used In this thesis for the solution of the 
problems of elastic stability Is based upon the energy
method first used in this connexion by Timoshenko in 1910 (French 
translation, Timoshenko 1915)®
2.2.2 Consider a straight chord supported laterally by a uniform 
continuous elastic medium, and subjected to an axial load P.
At a certain value of pi the straight chord will change suddenly 
to a deflected configuration without any change In the value of P. 
Using the compressed but undefleeted state of the chord as reference 
position, the following equation can be set up:-
14 ^ Vg Vl 588 O  • -(2.2J)
where l| is the strain energy of bending, 
a / . .m a-s the work don© on the elastic medium, and
k/ Is the work done by the axial load P, during buckling.
The expressions for , V9 and W will all b© Integrals containing 
functions of the deflected form of the chord. ■ Representing the
actual deflexion curve of the chord, by a series which satisfies
- 9 -
the same boundary conditions as the actual cur?®, and Introducing 
this series into the integrals in the expressions for Y^, V2 
equation (2*2*!) can be re-written as follows;-
Fi (at..an..) + Fz (a1..an..) - P%(ai-.an..) " 0  ■■(2,2.2)
from which,
p  -,7 f t ( a + Fz (ai..af)..j ..(2.2.3)
%(ai..a„..)
2.2„3 The coefficients a are parameters which must be determined* I.E.
in such a manner that P becomes a minimum, Differentiating
equation (2,2,3) partially with respect to a and equating to zero,XI
the following infinite number of equations are -obtained;- 
These equations can be re-written as;- ,
$ ( * &  da„ r3 da^i „miA^
Since £ 0 and (F^ + F^)/F7^ ' = P from equation (2.2,3)? the
e q ua tions bee ora©;-
„  o  ..(2 2 .5 )
^  0<ln Un n~%2,3r .
It can be seen that differentiating equation (2,2,2) partially
with respect to would have given the same set of equations as 
that obtained in (2,2,5)*
2,2,% Equations (2,2.5) are an infinite number of linear homo­
geneous equations. For buckling a f 0, and the buckling
value for p can thus be obtained by equating the determinant of 
the coefficients ap to zhro.
2.2,5 The buckling value for P can also be determined by solving 
the differential equation for the deflected form of the
- 10 -
chord. This- differential equation can be obtained by either of 
the following two methods;-
deflected chord, or
(b)' From the energy equation (2.2*1).
The method (b) is an extremum problem which can be reduced to 
the solution of the Suierian differential equation with regard 
to the particular boundary conditions of the case considered,
The eq-uatioa (2,2,1) consists of integrals, which by denoting by 
primes differentiation with respect to z* are of the form;-
It will be required t© find a function u » u(z) which will make 
this expression for 1 stationary. This will be achieved in this 
case, by the solution of the* Sulerian differential equation which 
will be as followss«
This differential equation will be identical with that obtained
by using the method (a) mentioned above,
2,2o6 For a. particular case the results obtained from equations 
(2,2o5) and (2,2,6) will thus b@ identical provided the 
exact form of the deflexion curve is used,
2,2,7 .In the case when the chord does not remain straight up t©
tii© point of buckling, the buckling will not occur suddenly
and the energy equation (2.2.1) cannot be set up so readily. The
method used in this case is instead' to consider a variation 
equation which will be similar to equation (2,2.1), This variation 
equation is chosen such that it when substituted in the Suleriaa 
differential equation'(2.2.6), gives a differential equation' 
identical to that which would have been obtained fey considering
(a). By'considering the equilibrium of an element of the
- 11 -
tb.© ©quilibrims of an element of the deflected chord.. Introducing 
a series.which satisfies the boundary conditions into the variation 
equation as in paragraph 2.2.2, the following general expression 
is obtained?- -
%+■■■*% - P ( F » i * - ' - * - f i )  ■■(2.2:0
from which.
r f i r  -m*fj
Th© functions F, , ..*., F., F. will be functions containing
' i % ■ £
the parameters a . These, must be. determined in such a manner as 
t© make P a minimum. Differentiating equation (2.2*8) partially 
with' respect to a.m and equating t© ser®, the following equations 
are obtained:
$/} (f: &
w ,
ha (2.2,5ha,
which.as in paragraph 2*2*3 become
^Fx .) = Q  .. (22.10)
h®*, ha,. "sj&^
Equations (2.2.10) ar© an infinite number of linear non- 
homogeneous equations from which when the value for p is known, 
the values of the coefficients Can be determined.
2.2.8 For the case treated in Chapter III the rotation of the 
chord during deflexion is also considered* The same 
procedure as given in paragraph 2.2.7 can b© used*’ In this case 
the variation equation must satisfy the following two Eulerian 
differential equations;-
i dan .
dbn dbn ' dbn db,J
Th© general equation (2.2.8) will contain coefficients for the 
deflexion and b for the rotation. These coefficients must foe 
determined, so as to make p a minimum. This will be achieved by 
differentiating equation (2.2. .8) partially first with respect to 
and. equating to g©r®, and then with respect to fo^  and equating 
to seroo Th© following two sets of equations will thus foe 
obtained:- . •
^  _  pfiEtL^.. ,+ drui
'.(£1.1
¥n
fthen buckling by torsion and flexure of the straight chord is 
considered, equations (2,2oi2) give two sets of an infinite number 
of linear homogeneous equations. Substituting the value of bn
from the second set into the first, the buckling value for P can
be determined by equating-the determinant for the coefficients
to zero.. For .the case when .the- chord does not remain straight
up to the point of buckling, equations (2*2.12} give two sets of
an infinite number of linear non-homogeneous equations. For a
particular loading condition the coefficients a and b can ben n
determined by solving these equations•
2.2.9 The method of solution of the stability problems described 
in this section is of practical value because by using 
Fourier Sine series for the deflexion and rotation' curves, very
- 13 -
good approximate results are obtained by using only a few ter sis 
in the series ' .
2*3 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS WHEN SUBJECTED TO CONSTANT
EQUAL AXIAL LOADS, 55EXACT THEORY”
2o3ol The buckling .load of the chords ©f through-bridges when 
they are subjected to equal constant axial loads and 
supported laterally at discrete points by. the evenly spaced elastic 
U«£rases and with no end deflexions, can,be obtained by several 
of the existing theories. The- simplest methods are by using 
the method ©f solution of finite difference equations in the 
solutions of the equations'of equilibrium-(Bleich, 1919), or fay 
using the energy method (Budiansky et al„? 19A-6). The solution 
obtained by using either of these methods can be expressed in the 
following form:-
where the notation used is given.in Appendix I.
2.3«2 For the case'of varying axial load the solutions by the
above methods lead to. very elaborate computations'. With 
the assumption ©f an equivalent continuous elastic medium, however, 
comparatively simple results can be obtained as will be shown in 
the following sections.. The above equation (<J.3«1) has little 
practical value and is only included here so that the results can 
foe compared with the approximate values obtained when the chords 
are assumed to fa© supported laterally in a continuous elastic 
medium.
2.4 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS WHEN SUBJECTED TO CONSTANT 
EQUAL AXIAL LOADS
2c4ol .Assume the loadings on the compression chords of a.through-
bridge to fee as shown in fig. 2.4-1. With no end deflexions
ft ft
7 - . Cross - S ection
■ h g .2 .4 1 .
after buckling the deflexion curves for the chords using the co­
ordinate systems shown in the figure, can'be represented by the 
following Fourier series:-
ia ^ s n - j - (2.4. ij
2,4*2 Considering the stability of one of the chords and taking
the compressed but undeflected state of the chord-as
reference position, the following expressions for the work done
during buckling .can be written down- Differentiations, with
respect to z are denoted by primes*
work done by the external load p, 
nL
W-£ Pu!*dz, 2)
Work done in bending of the chord,
K  =  i[EIu!'2dz
Work done oj| the elastic medium,
Using the deflexion curve (2.4.1) in the above expressions for 
Vf» V'2 and W t and substituting the values into equation (2«2.1), 
the following equation is obtained
- 15 -
Differentiating this equation with respect to to obtain the 
values of the parameters which will give, a minimum value for 
pt as shown.in equation (2.2.5) > then, since a ^ 0 for buckling, 
the buckling value for P will be given fey • “
p -  J*£lm 2 . 4ls 
~~5~~ +  jfcn*
4---
and the deflexion curve after buckling will
0L= am
In the above expressions m is the number of half-waves of the 
ouckled mode 5 and it must be chosen such as to give a minimum value 
for P. ' ’
2«4o3 Equation (2e<4o6) can fee expressed in the following non- 
dimensional forms°
’ **rr?+lzij ~(24&
where 3 and jl ar@ as defined in Appendix L
2*5 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS WHSN SUBJECTED TO VARYING 
EQUAL AXIAL LOADS
2-5-1 Assuming the axial compressive load at a section g t< 
fee given fey,
d  =t'S&}*Lf*- - ..(2.5 ^
where P is the maximum compressive load in the chord at midspan,
then using the saiae procedure as in section 2.4, the only difference'
will fee in the expression for w. Equation (2.4*5) will in this 
case become % =» -
^  "(zs2}
n n n s i
nfS) !7+S » EVEN
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Differentiating as shown in equation (2o2®5) and arranging, 
equation ■ (2•5*2) becomes-:-
n  U ^ j f j j l £ L _ S P r A Z rM ]j^ £ Y n n e  r>z-i-s3 = l— — .- n  ..(2 5 3
dnjj^^z L n 4rAiJ+ L £* n4*&a&2>*-2s?+l 0 H
s n j s , m s - E V B N
Or in a, non-dimensional form:.-
"(2'SA
5 n=j=Sj n+s^BvzN
2o5«2 The summation in the last terns of the above two equations
is extended over all values different from n sue-h that 
m  is an even number• Thus the equations.e&n be sub-divided 
into two groups, one containing the coefficients with all 
values of s taken as odd,, and the second with all the values o; 
even* The first system will then correspond to a symmetrical 
of buckling, and the second system to an 'un-symmetrical mode*
2®5®3 Buckling becomes possible when one of these systems of
equations gives coefficients a a solution different fromH
zero,' i«e« when the determinant of the first or the second system 
becomes equal to aero®'
206 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS vl/HSM SUBJECTED TO VARYING EQUAL 
AXIAL LOADS A HD THE. CHORDS ARE OF VARY I MG SBCOM) MOMEHT 
OF AREA
2oSol Very often in' practice the flange plates of plate girders
are curtailed® This is usually done in order to sake the
cross-section area of the flanges proportional to the bending 
moment in the girder® In this ease since the bending moment is.
assumed to vary sinusoidally, the cross-sectional area of the
chords will also fee assumed t© vary sinusoidally, i.e.
■ $ z ~ A 5 i n J^ r
- 1? -
where A is the cross-sectional area of the chords at mid-span®
In the cases where the flange plates are all of equal width, 
the second moment of area of the chords In the lateral direction 
will be directly proportional to the cross-sectional area® 
Therefore in this section the second moment of area ©£ the chords 
will.also be assumed to vary sinusoidally,
IL =■ I  sir, -(2.6.2)
where I is the second moment of area of the chords at mid-span,
2.6.2 Using the same procedure as in section 2<=5* the only
expression which will be different is the expression for 
V-j 9 and the equation (2o$«2) will become:®
I J J L L ^ A i  ~ £ I $ T a »     + i £ fk
L3 C^4rM L3 Liy&n^Zf&ln^l 4 4n a s .  f$
_sPZ)z^2n-ltfEYYo .■?"? nhs^-i ____ — • n
T t f f l w i ' r l t ^ w - - z r m ^ i  °
5 n + s - £ V E N
Differentiating as shown in equation (2.2.5) and arranging, the 
equation (2.6.3) becomes?-
4n*~
+ M E R
1 & * r M 4- 2 £ £ m & l  “  Ls
_ -s, w-s ~£¥m
Or in a non-dimensional fora:-
4rt-l t l
- n^-ZrfS&ttsfr-i igtf+i
nfs,i7*s^£¥£H
0
2*6*3 As shown in section 2o5c2 these equations can each be
'sub-divided into two groups, one containing the coefficient 
a with, all the values of s taken as odd, and the. second with all
3
the values ©f s taken as even. The first group corresponds to a 
symmetrical mod© of buckling and the second group to an un- 
symmetrical mode ©f buckling.
2„6o4 Buckling becomes possible' when the determinant of the first 
or the second group becomes equal to zero*
2*7 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS WHEN SUBJECTED TO UNEQUAL CONSTANT
AXIAL LOADS
2*7*1 The equations obtained, for the buckling of the compression 
chords in sections 2*4, 2«5 and 2*6 show that in each case 
the mode of buckling depends upon the stiffness of the elastic 
medium. In the case when the chords are subjected to unequal 
axial loads, the buckling modes of both chords will skill be 
identical but the amplitudes of the deflexion curves will be 
different. Assuming that 2™ p^, and and are .the deflexions 
of chord A and chord B respectively, then one can write:-
uB =/<. u A ■■(z.ji)
wherey$i is a constant depending upon the ratio ° will
equal one when » P^, but will never equal ser© even if Pg s 0 
provided the other chord buckles.
2«7«2 Vs hen the chords deflect during buckling, the reactive forces 
from the elastic medium will foe proportional to'the.deflexions. 
Therefor© in dealing with these reactive forces the principle of 
superposition can be. used. Consider a U-frame, the tops of which 
have deflected 11^ and respectively. Let and Eg be the 
reactive forces due to the elastic medium as shown in figa2<,?0lo
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In order to determine the magnitudes of these reactive forces
in terms of the deflexions 
and Opp consider instead 
the frame as being acted utjou 
by the reactive forces R„ andK
as shown ir
Fig. 2.7.1.
these forces will be CL and
„  &  A
fig. 2*7.2(a)* 
The deflexions produced das to
Using the ■principle of super- 
1 Si
m
Fig • 2.J, 2, .
position, the loading case (a) can be considered as the algebraic 
sum of the loading cases (b) and (c) as shown in fig. 2*7.2, and 
the follotiing expressions can be written down:-
&
Ub — ~  &B& *
where ^ is defined in Appendix I 
C '
°AA ~~ "”fZ"
A -
-42.J2)
From these two equations,
Using equation (2.?.1) the reactive forces will become
(ZJ.4)
2.7.3 Equating the work done during buc&ling as in equation 
(2.2.1), the following two equations are obtained:-
Chord A:
jfE Iu fd z  + ik u Adz ~ jku !A2dz ~0
Jo Jn ZL
Chord B;
m u^tiz +{msuBdz ~jJPBu^dz -0
-aj.s)
oJTx*
U equationsAssuming the deflexion curve fc© be ~^€in3ihrf
(2 07«5) become after following the same procedure as in sections
p„ JH?EI—z
A £  / - ^  <7rK^ 2,I ~ x  Jt^ny 
Jk. A 12.
/-A2 J 2m z J
For any particular value of or p^, the buckling value 
for the other load and the value of m. can be calculated 
from the above equations (2.?.6).
2o8 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS WHEN SUBJECTED TO UNEQUAL VARYING 
AXIAL LOADS
2oS.0X Assuming the axial loads in the chords to be given by
2&z“ S^Ii TT and 2Bz s s^n T  ? khen substituting 
these in. equations (2.7.5) and proceeding as in section 2o5? the 
•following two sets of equations are obtained
L Z. rf+ sk-zrfsz-2 n !L2sL+1
s
+■
tfy-^ 4-2tM~ 2nz-2s‘
n^s, n+s=&/EN
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in a non-dimensional form,
s
of
nz+sz-i
+2^ s m  n WJsrt'-Aes V/ =0
n ^ 5 j  n ' h e ^ E V B N
.2 These equations, as th© equations (2»5°3) and ,(2.5*4)» can
be subdivided into two groups, one containing the coefficients 
with all values of s taken as odd and th© other with all values 
s taken as even® ' For buckling equating the determinants of the 
coefficients a. to zero two equations are obtained, from which if
A
of JbL 
2.9
P is known, the buckling value of the other and the value
.D
can -determined*
BUCKLING WHBN THE CHORDS ARB SUBJECTED TO UNEQUAL VARYING 
AXIAL LOADS AND THE CHORDS ARE OF VARYING SECOND MOMENT OF AREA
2®9°1 Assuming the second moment of area of the chords to foe given 
by equation (2o6o2), then substituting in'equations (2*?.5) 
arxd using the same procedure as in section 2.6, the following two 
sets of equations are obtained;-
- 22 -
2 o9<>2 Bach set of equations in expression (2 .,9*1) 9 as the equations 
(2.6*5)* can be subdivided into two groups of equations, 
one containing the coefficients with all the values of s taken 
as odd, and th© other group with all the values of s taken as even* 
Equating the determinants of the coefficients to ger©9 two 
equations are obtained from which if P or is known, the• 
buckling value of the other and th© value o f c a n  be determined..
2.10 . BUCKLING WITH EM) DEFLEXIONS
2.10.1 In the previous sections in this chapter the end deflexions 
©f the chords after buckling have -always.been assumed to fee 
sero. For completeness a method will be outlined here which 
takes the end deflexions into account a This method is a direct 
development of that given by Timoshenko in 1910 (French translation, 
Timoshenko 1913)* ks mentioned in paragraph 2.1.3? the methods 
for determining the buckling loads of the straight chords are not 
considered - to b© of great importance with regard to the design of 
through-bridges, and therefore only the case of constant axial load 
will foe considered. The same method can foe used also for the
- 22 -
ease of varying axial loads, but the result® obtained will 
involve a considerable amount of work if they are to be applied 
to an actual design..
2•10*2 The two different modes of buckling, symmetrical and un-.
symmetrical, must in this- case be considered separately:»
(a) Symmetrical Mode of Buckling
2ol0»2. Referring to figc2ol0*l it can be seen that for a
symmetrical mode of buckling 
the end deflexions will be 
equal and of the same siga0. 
The deflexion curve ©an 
therefore be represented by
the following Fourier series :■
cl —■ uQ sift' (z.m)
Referring to section 2.4, with the above deflexion curve equation 
(2«4.-»2) will become:*
+ ^ [aZ - Zx =u° lSn  +  ^
n n w
+ H u % -  i2a £
n^-opB
the end postswhere K is the additional rigidity <
2olQ0if H  must now be determined in terms of the coefficients o
a 6 Since no.external forces act on the deflected chord n
in the lateral direction, the. following equilibrium equation must, 
be satisfied
J %Amctx, -2H(A® ~~*0
-  Zk -
from which with the value for u in equation (2a10®l)?
& r H 0L n n
where 2.H + A L
Substituting this value for uq into equation (2o10o2) and 
differentiating with respect to and arranging, the following 
group of equations are obtained:*
= o  - a *
■ Jt Ji n ^ s tn+5-EVEH
n~i,3,5r .
(b) Unsymmetrical Mode of Buckling
2»10«5 In this ease for unsymmetrical mode of buckling it can bs 
seen from fig.2.10.2 that the end deflexions will be
equal in magnitude but of
opposite signs• The
i Ci® “p
ks$==~~i. a©flexion curve can thus 
2.10.Z. foe represented by the
following Fourier series:*
<2&$,, , n
n^EfEM
foith this deflexion curve equation (204«5) will become:-
- ( 2 J a*n 0 ^  m n^BV-EH
2e10«6 In order to obtain an expression for U in terms of the 
coefficients an , it is necessary to take moments about 
the mid point which is a point of inflexion.
" L
Ptio ~  ~%J Za (i-z )d z . + Hu0jr
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From which using the value for U,from equation (2olQ»6),
JkL»S £'il
(L  --- ZJf ™  n
P+-BA—t-
* n-EVEUt
2ol0o? Substituting this value for UL into equation (2o10o?) and©
differentiating with respect to and arranging, the
following group of equations is obtained: *
a _ &'s” S: r.2a
JF ? ¥
f I s
n£$j ^ s ^b w
M ? n^2>s4A°°
2ol0o8 Equating the determinants of tne coefficients in
equations (2olGo5) and (2olGolG) to aero, the buckling 
value of P can. be obtained.
2,XG®9 From equation (2.10.9) it can be seen that for the 
particular value,
2 HLB-SS A L  
u I
can have a finite value when equal ser©, This value of P
will only produce buckling when the elastic medium is very flexible, 
and buckling can then occur giving end deflexions without the 
bending of the chords*
2oil DEFLEXION OF TBS COMPRESSION CHORDS DUS TO S»ETRIOAli
LOADING ON THE CROSS-GIRDERS
2.11.1 Treating the cross-girders as (simply supported let 9 be
the slope at each end due to the symmetrical loading.
Considering a U-frame which supports the top chords elastically
A \ A
b*C
it will be seen from fig.2.11.1
that the tops of the frame will
move inwards a distance A  which 
will'be given by
Qnless then the actual deflexions of the chords at a section 
equal A', they will be acted upon by lateral forces from the 
elastic medium. These forces will be proportional to the 
deflexions of the chords relative to the deflexion It = A  •
He nc© if actual deflexion of a chord at a section equals (JL 
Inn* as shown in fig, 2.11*2, the
lateral force on the chord 
from the elastic medium will 
be given by:-
/?= i ( A - a )  .. a.
2.11.2- Consider now the equilibrium of an element of the 
deflected chord as shown in fig, 2.11*2•
I i
L % . i _ d% I
"P
u* "I
1 .. f. _gj
u+dn
L
l mTrgTm-rRdjL rrrri
•* &&.&A
U.1 Fig 2.113.
Tailing moment about the right hand end of the element,
M -  (M + d M j+ flc lu -C h d z  -R d z  — 0
Ignoring second order of small quantities this becomes
= 0  " a
The loading on the cross-girders is assumed to cover the whole
span of the bridge, hence the axial loads in the chords can be
assumed to vary sinusoidally.
*=> dJ] o
forth this valu© for Pg inequation (2*llo^), it becomes when 
differentiated with respect to
-~^tL+ dik^plcQQ^A^L — d£kL =- 0  "(z$LQ
dz *- a z z L L dz' d%>
Now R  and ~£T-|-|r =  M , nenoe equation
(.2.11 *6) becomes:-
EI^4+Pi/n^^^+P£c0S^^j±- — p. = 0  ■■@.117)
tfith the value for R from equation (2.11.2), the above equation 
becomes, denoting by primes differentiation with respect to a:-
EluEF+Pm^pul'+Ppcosflj^U+Au+ —  & A  = o  "(2.M)
2.11.3 In order to solve this differential equation, the method 
outlined in section 2.2 will be used. Consider the
following variation equation:- ^ ^
jr[£I<£l2cfe-dPsin^u!a<ck+d&u?dz.~[&Aud.T. — <9 -(2U.<?)
% % L %  4>
In this case
F 'r ^EIul- 2-p s /rifljp t£ z+  -jr &u?—A  A 66 ■■(Zt/Jq)
If. this value for F is substituted in the Euierian differential 
equation (2.2.6), th© differential equation (2.11.8) will be 
obtained. Thus the required solutions of equation (2.11.8) will 
be identical with the solutions of the variation equation (2.11.9) 
minimized'in the manner shown in equation (2.2.10).
2<,ll„Zf. xt can be seen that the variation equation (2.11. 9) is,
apart for the last term, identical with the energy equation 
solved in section 2.5® Assuming tne deflexion curve to be,
n
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and making use of the results obtained in section 2.5i the 
equation (2.11.9) becomes after integrating and differentiating 
in the usual manner:«
n'4=$Jn+S'm £ V E N,
/? =
Or with the usual notation:-
n £ $ ,  n + s  ~ £ \/e m , 
n =  1,3,5,-
2.11.5 For even values of n the right hand sides of the above 
equations become sero, and the equations become identical
with those obtained in section 2.5 for the buckling of the straight 
chords. In this case the chords will not remain straight up to 
the point of buckling and the value of P will never reach the 
buckling value as obtained in section 2.5- Hence only the odd 
values of n and s need be considered.
2.11.6 Expanding equations (2.11.11) or (2.11.12) will lead to
a set of simultaneous linear equations. For a particular 
loading condition the coefficients a and hence the deflected 
form of the chords can be determined by solving these equations.
2.12 DEFLEXION OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS DUE TO SYMMETRICAL
LOADING ON THE ■ CROSS-GIJRBERS WHEN THE CHORDS ARE OF VARYING 
SECOND MOMENT OF AREA
2.12.1 Assuming that 1^ . ~ I sin as in section'2.6, then using 
the same procedure as in section 2.11, the differential 
equation of a deflected chord will become:-
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L  u, « u £ i »  L
■+Psin ^ i l '+ P jx o s ^ u ! ,+ A l l -A A  —0  ■ Czjz./j
The corresponding variation equation will then bej-
jdA a. itnz)
Solving this variation equation as in section 2.11, and using
tne results previously obtained in section 2.6, the following
system of equations is obtained
  .. ../? jo a)
^M 4~2rhz~2n^ 2s*H Tn f
n^s, n+S'~EVEM,
2.12o2 On expansion, the above expression leads to a set of
linear simultaneous equations*. . For a particular loading
condition the coefficients a and hence the deflected form of11
the chords can be determined by solving these equations.
2.13 DEFLEXION OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS DUS TO UNSYMM3TRICAL 
LOADING ON THE CROSS-GIRDERS AND LATERAL WIND LOADING ON 
THE MAIN GIRDERS
2.13.1 The loading on the' cross-girders is assumed to be a
uniformly distributed continuous strip loading covering
the whole span of the bridge and placed with a constant
eccentricity with respect to the midspan of the cross-girders.
2.13.2 As seen from section 2.11 it will be necessary to determine 
for which deflexions of the chords the reactive forces
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from the elastic medium are zero. In this ease the following 
three different conditions will haw to be considered separately:-
(a) Effects of uneyimnetrical loading on the cross-girders.
2.13=3 Treating the cross-girders as simply supported, the slopes 
at the ends due to the unsy metrical loading will be 9i*
and as aeon in fig.2 .1 3»l* . Eae to the loading, the tops of
(b) Effects of the difference in the main girder deflexions. 
2 ol5 o4 Due to the imsyjometrical loading on the cross-girders,
the main girders will carry different uniformly distributed
vertical loadings. Consequently there will be a difference in 
the vertical deflexions of the girders at the same distance from 
a support. Denoting the loadings carried by the main girders 
per unit length by and Wg for girders A and B respectively, 
then at a section % the difference in the main girder deflexions 
can be expressed as follows:-
It can be seen from fig. 2.13-2 that due to the difference in the 
main girder deflexions ¥j , the tops of the U-frame will move equal
FiaZ/SJ.
the U-frame will move distances A al and Avdiicli will be 
given by
31
%
Fig. 2.13.2.
distances in the sarae direction. ZL 
follows:
can he expressed as
d. Z4BT 1 l-2L.7?+£z)
or
(z *-2 L z ? -h £ z ) (2B$
(e) Effects of wind loading on the main giraers
2.15.5 Assuming the wind loadings to be positive when acting as 
shown in fig. 2.15*3« the deflexions of the tops of a 
U-fram© can be expressed as follows
A-^rO0e+SBA=SsB+7<Sf
68
A^A
&. m j
which can be re-written as,
4 w “4  ^ )
A&srj^iKiB+^tfA) j
2.13*6 Using the values obtained in (a), (b), ana (c) above,
the resulting deflexions of the chords for which the reactions 
from the elastic medium will be &@ro, will become:-
4 a 4§l
A^hscjrAhk+AQW
■■(Z./3SJ
-  3 a  -
Introducing the values from equations (2.13.1), (2*13.3) and 
(2.13.4), these deflexions become:-
4= fyCb+c) -ij£z<2b**l*z) 7^ (^A+^e) J
As-Odb+c) + T J z L2Lt?+L3z)  - t^ hbA)  j
(213,6)
2.15«? If at a section the deflexions of the chords from the
positions of zero reactions from the elastic medium are 
aA and Hg respectively,<then using the principle of super-'position
k,S_ f?
i rr-%* iA ** mi • +*
as shown in fig. 2.13.4 and referring to the results obtained in 
paragraph 2«?<,2, th© following can be written down:-
$ » 4 4 = 7 / - V
7?,
-X
where and JJL can be expressed as A p
u. Ag-Hg —Ag JXlL^
..(LBS)
As before UY. i * £> assumed equal t o T h i s  assumption when used 
in the cases for loading on the cross-girders will not always b© 
correct« la most practical'cases, however, the axial loads in
the chords will be low compared with the buckling loads for the 
straight chords, the eccentricity of the loading on the cross-
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girders will-be small, and the effects of the wind loading small* 
Th© results based upon the above assumption will therefore probably 
not differ appreciably from the exact values. Introducing the 
results from equations (2.15*8) into equations (2.13.?), the 
reactive forces will becomes-*
—  4  cl ,a 
A ' I-it ' * !-7t
VLrha m
i /-/f
with the values for and from equations (2.13*6)T
fin,
where Aj^ and Aq^  are defined in Appendix I.
2.13*8 Introducing these values for and R^ into equation (2.11.7) 
the following two differential equations are obtained:-
Chord A:
C l ^ m f  uj
Chord B:
..(2J3.U)
££a“'-hg$wf-U% 4 %
A m  l _ IL l *i_3.i3~\_jA O
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and the corresponding variation equations become,
^Elofdz ~ {hsinfufdz 4 - ^ - f k z / z .
~ ' h & ^ r n  d* d-z-yjjfigdz- ~ 0
* & ^0 I,, £ **0
..IZ13JZ)
Integrating these equations and differentiating in the usual 
manner, the following two sets of equations are obtained, using 
the results of section 2oll:~";
f e E O *  i C  jsRrfk&fln.+ PATttn$~^ksi-J .
lie z(ht) L 4*N-
'O-k l
?~ r >  , ft
\ i L ^ . z m ™  4 B L % n  ^
T-ft zT* mi-?t) 1 W W  xn
d/-t) 2r ^ 5
v m
-h
= ' j W / ^ '  ' jrn
{Z.I3.I3)
hfe, n+s-evErt, .
With the notation given in Appendix I these equations become.:-
.  ^ fane©us equations from which the deflexion curves for the 
chords can b® determined .for a given loading coxldition.
2.1% 
2 a 14*
the g
DEFLEXION OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS DUE TO UMSYMMSTRICAL 
LOADING ON THE CROSS -GIRDERS AND M E D  LOADING WHEN THE 
CHORDS ARE OF VARYING SECOND MOMENT OF 'AREA
rtf Iy
1 Assuming' that I = X sin , then using the resultsz# I
previously obtained in equations (2.12*3) a&d. (2*13«14K 
elution can be given in th© following form:-
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2.14.2 On expansion the above expressions lead to linear 
simultaneous equations from which the deflexion curves
for the chords can fee determined for a given loading condition*
2*15 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS IN A DEFLECTED CHORD
2oX^.i In all the previous work on the deflexions of the com­
pression chords the deflexion curves are assumed to fee 
represented by the following Fourier series;<=>
t . . ( 2 . I & I )
n~o&t>
The bending moment at a section a will then be given by5=*
/|a.=-El a EI^JOni?sir> -(ZiS.2)
It can.clearly be seen that the series (2.15.2) will not converge 
so rapidly as the series (2.15.1) for the deflexion curve. When 
only a few terms’ are used for the deflexion curve the accuracy 
©f the bending moment as calculated from equation (2.15.2) may 
not foe very good.
2.15.2 Since the deflexion curve usually is very accurate even if 
only the first few terms are used, a better method for
calculating the bending moment will be to calculate the forces 
acting on the chord using the deflexion curve, and then take 
moments about the required section.
2.15.3 Referring to fig. 2.15.1 which shows the deflected form 
of a chord, then denoting the lateral reactions on the
end posts fey R the bending moment at a section distance a from 
a support will be given by;-
- 3? -
'o 'O
Tii@ value of JR^  in til© above expression can be obtained by 
considering the lateral equilibrium of a chord,
In Chapter VI the accuracies of th© results calculated from 
equations (2.15«2) and (2.15*3) will be compared.
2.16 .CALCULATION OF THE DEFLEXION CURVES FOR THE COMPRESSION 
CHORDS WHEN THE END POSTS ARE FLEXIBLE
2.X6.X Usually in practice the end posts in through-bridges will 
not be stiff enough to prevent the ends of the chords 
from-deflecting laterally. The effects ©f the resulting end 
deflexions can be taken into account by adopting th© following 
procedures- •
2.16.2 Firstly the deflexion curve must he determined for no end
these reactions acted on the end post can be calculated.
2.16*3 Now th© new deflexion curve must be'determined using (A~Ae)
this new deflexion curve the reactions on the end post and the 
deflexions these would produce can fee calculated.
2.16.4 The above procedure must be repeated until the reactive
forces obtained from a deflexion curve correspond to the 
end deflexions assumed when determining this deflexion curve.
*
deflexions. From this deflexion curve, the reactions on 
the end post can fee obtained, and the deflexions produced if
in the formulae instead of A  as used in 2.16.2. With
« jS -
C H A P T B f i  III
T H E O R E T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S  T A K I N G  
T O R S I O N  I N T O  A C C O U N T
3*1 INTRODUCTION
3.1.1 In Chapter II the stability of the compression chords for 
through-bridges has been investigated assuming the chords 
to have two axes of symmetry and to have negligible torsional 
rigidity. Sometimes in practice chords of open thin-walled 
sections having only one axis of symmetry are used. When such 
a chord is deflected, th© bending will also be accompanied by 
twisting. Since th© chords usually are connected to the vertical 
stiffeners, these will tend to counteract any twisting of the 
chords. Thus th© problem becomes one of buckling by torsion and 
flexure in an elastic medium.
3*1.2 In this chapter the analysis given in Chapter II will be 
extended in order to consider the effects of torsion on 
the stability of th© compression chords. Bleich has studied th© 
problem of buckling by torsion and flexure in an elastic medium 
due to a constant axial load using the energy method (Bleich 1952, 
pp. 294-300). This forms the basis for the analysis given in 
this chapter, although a different approach to the problem has 
been used. Since not only buckling of the straight chords, 
but also buckling of the curved chords must be
-  3 9  -
considered, the energy approach is not generally applicable. 
Instead the same method as used in Chapter II will be employed* 
This is based upon the method described in section 2.2. The 
differential equations for flexure and torsion are obtained 
considering the equilibrium of an element of a deflected chord 
(Timoshenko 1945)- From these differential equations a variation 
equation satisfying the Suleriaa differential equations (2*2*11) 
is obtained, and this is solved using equations (2.2*12)*
3.1*3 For completeness the differential equations for buckling 
by torsion and flexure in an elastic medium are first 
obtained for the general cases of constant and varying axial 
loads. These equations are then modified so as to be applicable 
to the special problem of the stability of the compression chords 
for through-bridges to give the. equations on which the further 
■analysis is ba<sed»
3*2 BUCKLING BY TORSION AND FLEXURE IN AN ELASTIC MEDIUM 
DUE TO CONSTANT AXIAL LOAD
3«2*1 In this analysis the origin of the co-ordinate system used 
is assumed to be at the centroid of one of the cross- 
sections before buckling. The z - axis is directed along the 
cent-roidal axis, and the x - and y - axes, are assumed to be the 
principal eentroidal axes of the section and are directed so as t© 
obtain a right hand co-ordinate system. The positive directions 
of the moments Mx and My, and the angle of rotation of the cross- 
section are selected in accordance with the right hand screw rule.
3.2.2 The co-ordinates of the shear centre before buckling are 
denoted by (:&0» yQ)« During buckling the shear centre 
deflects u and v, and the section rotates a small angle $ about
ol_
the shear centre 
the co-ordinates of ih© centroid 
will be given by
tr-Xef)
Referring to fig»3*2«l it will be seen that 
the section after buckling
The constant axial compressive load p v^ hich acts at the ends and is 
assumed to pass.through the centroid, will as seen from fig® j?«2o2 
after buckling give rie© to the following bending moments with 
respect to the principal ax@s;=>
Csnfrm.dal emis^ h&fwe 
budk$>&j
ytL( eninich! a*fo 
after Aue/£fi,jg
r /f , 3&Z,
Mx =+P(tr-3Cjf)
My=-P(u.+y0<f) ;
■■(3.2.2)
-  u  -
3*H<>3 Since the deflexions of the shear centre during buckling 
are u and ¥ in the x and y directions respectively, then 
for small.deflexions,
eix o-u -  -74 ■(3.13)
EluUl' =  -hMy
If these expressions are differentiated twice vjith respect to a, 
expressions for the equivalent distributed loadings q and q 
which would produce the above bending moments, are obtained* The
signs of these equivalent loadings are obtained by considering
fig.. 3«2o3 which shows a deflected element*1
For.' equilibrium.:
dM^r Q q d z - o
<?
d Q f  =  —  q  
d z r  d -L . ry -
T P *  si-r X
(3.2.4)
d £ <5?'z <se.
Combining these equations with equations (3«2*3)
* K -  # 7 (3.2.5)
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3,2*4 Tlie reactive forces from the elastic medium, which are 
assumed t© pass through the shear centre axis* will be 
given by:-.
»  ir
T ~ T  • * * *%r ~^.a- J
f/her© k and k are the moduli of the foundation in the y and x
y x
directions respectively• The equivalent distributed loadings 
if and which would produce the bending mounts given in 
equations (3.2*2) are also assumed to pass through the shear 
centre axis. Using equations C5»2oS)? these loadings will' be 
given by
1  ^
I = = -? (u f+ y .f)  J
3*2.5 The total.equivalent loadings as given by equations (3*2*5) 
will be the algebraic sum of the .loadings given by .equations 
0.2.6) and 0*2,?),
from.which"the following two differential equations for the deflexions 
u and v are obtained:-
1 * I ~(3.2.<i)
El^ ulv+?(ur-f^ v) + = D J
3*2o6 To these two equations the equation for the angle ©f twist
must be added. Since' the elastic: reactions are assumed
to be distributed along the shear centre axis, they will not
-  * 3  -
contribute to any twisting of the section. The elastic medium 
is also assumed to resist twisting, and this reaction can be 
represented by a continuously distributed torque. The intensity 
of this torque will be proportional to the angle of twist 9.
5.2.7 A strip of the cross-section tds, defined by the co-ordinates 
(x» y) before buc&ling, will, according to expression (3®201), 
have the following components of deflexions during buckling:-
U-+(fa-$)<P and (OCtrOC)^
Consider the deflected form of the strip tds-of the cross-section 
as shown in fig. (3°2o4)« If the compressive stress in the strip 
is 0*, then the force acting on the strip will be <f%ds and the 
force causing torque where .-'Otis the slope of the curve
at the section. The components of this force in the x and y 
directions will be given fey:-
Girip i4s -v \ jK$g?
/
/
if.fy -
</£ = stdsfu!+(yy)f] 
dF). — o'Ids [id ~~ (p^. c~^ ~) ^ J  J
0.2/1)
The torque exerted by these forces about the shear centre will 
then be:-
d% = ctTur dT* =  d'ids[u'+fytrj/)f](<je-y)
-<f'tds[tf'-(x0-x)cf>,](x0-x) ..(3.2.12)
Integrating over the entire cross-section, the total torque exerted 
by a load P_ at a section z will be given by:-25
where
■■(3.213)
..(3.2J4)
$o208 This torque can be represented by an equivalent distributed 
torque. Considering two consecutive cross-sections as
dT — —tn2dz, (3.2./S)
3£
torque will be given by:-
f y j u / ' - p a m  - t ' £ f )
For the case of constant axial load this becomes,
(3.2./'&)
/ n ^  (x0d l-^0u"JP- ttPPcf*' ..0 .2.17)
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Adding to this the reaction from the elastic medium,
dT^j, = mz n^y> = (x0uJ'-^0a!,JP-t,2Pcf- $cf> ■ (3.2.18)
The differential equation for non-uniform torsion of thin-walled 
bars of ©pen cross-sections is given by: -
3*2.9 The following three equations have now been obtained for
the buckling of a thin-walled section in an elastic medium 
due to a constant axial load:-
3*3 BUCKLING.BY TORSION AND FLEXURE IN AN ELASTIC MEDIUM DUE 
TO VARYING AXIAL LOAD
3*3*1 The varying axial load is assumed to be given by P a p sin ~  ,
" is
At a section z this axial load will after buckling produce 
the following shear forcess-
Using equation (3*2*15)? the equivalent distributed torque can 
be written as,
■■(3.2.20)
Equating (3-2.18) and (3<2»20)j the following differential 
equation is obtained:-
%1f~o ■■(3.2.21)
ELc u-,y+  P W - X o f " )  ■+
Elutdy+ P(u!'+y0f') +
Erf'+?tyad ,-x0u-")-+(iP-W<p"+
- U6 -
where (u * yo<p, v « xQy) are the co-ordinates of the centroid 
©f the section after buckling. As in the previous section 3*2, 
expressions for the equivalent distributed loadings W and q 
are obtained by differentiating the expression (3*3*1) once, 
and using the signs from equations (3*2.%), these become:-
(3.3.1)
The reactive forces from- the elastic medium are given by 
equations (3*2*6). By adding these to the equations (3*3*2) 
and equating the results to the corresponding expressions (3*2.5)? 
the following two equations are obtained:-
E l  d y=-Psin^(PLx ^J-(fca5^(d-Xcfj-^ d  1 
-Thinjg(ultyfJ-Tfas^ Cit-i-frf)- 4 li J
3*3*2 For the equation for the angle ©f twist, substituting the 
value for P into equation (3.2.16), the equivalent&3
distributed torque will become,
rr±=( x d " - y 0(J d ')? s in  ^ - t ( x 0 u - '- fc d jP ^ c o s P f-
- t f P s i n ^ t f * ■■(3.3.4)
Adding the reactive torque from the elastic medium and equating 
to expression (3*2.20), the following differential equation is 
obtained.
-^ K ^ " i-E P .(X o d '-y ), d 'JP s/n ^E fX ed -^  utjpfcos ^ jr
- ffPsin -(3.3.5)
-  * 7  -
3*3*3 Arranging th© equations (3«3*3) &&d (3*3*3) the following 
three equations for buckling of a thin-walled section in 
an elastic medium subjected to a varying axial load will foe 
obtained
3°% BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS BY TORSION AND FLEXURE V,HSM 
SUBJECTED TO CONSTANT E^UAl AXIAL LOADS
3»4»1 In this case the differential equations (3*2*22) will foe 
applicable* Assuming the chords to foe ©f equal cross- 
sections with one axia of symmetry, x@ * 0 and v » 0, and these 
equations become:-
3*ho2 Consider a unit length of the elastic medium which is
made up of the U-frames* After buckling the chords will 
at a section have deflected distances u and rotated angles <$.* 
about the shear centre, as shown in fig* 3*4*1>
£ 4  tP^+Tsin = 0
EL uE+fah c l » O
*■ t- ' '
EFcf^Bm^ty^ocjf'')+ ( %  Psin^-Ejtyf"
+ id-icyj-h $?<f =0
EIu!y + Pul1 + Pyef"+ AlCl = o " 
Eisp+P)f<f*-Wf+ityjl!+i&f
Fiq.3.4-./.
-  -
The same deflexions and rotations would have been produced if the 
U-fram@ had been loaded with the reactions R and M as shown in 
fig* Using the constants for the frame as given in
Appendix II, the following expressions for the reactions can be 
obtained;™
which can be re-written as.
Hence R and M can be expressed as follows in terms of u and q>s-
will become.
B a r ^  w b a + ¥ - m  ■? ~ 0
e n f i P x Y - W - f  ~  0
(34.5)
3«^o4 In order to solve the above equations, the following 
variation equation will be considered;-
-  4 9  -
1
•f- JL M a, 'OS
J vCy~4>^ 4v~4>&
This variation equation gives upon the substitution in the 
Sulerian differential equation (2,2.11) the differential equations 
(3*4*5)* Thus the solutions of equation (3*4*6), minimized 
according to equations (2.2.12) will be the required solutions of 
equations (3*4*5)*
3*4*5 Assuming the following Fourier series for u and f,
f~^ j,r>'Slr>nir
tne equation (3*4*6) will give the following results when 
integrated and minimized;«
■0.4.7)
\..(3.4.S)
Substituting the value for in terms of aa from the last 
equation into the first one, the following equation is obtained, 
since for buckling £ 0
$ • * £
■(3.4.9)
>,2,3>•••
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This is a see©ad order equation from which the buckling value 
of P can be calculated* tfl must be chosen so &s to give the 
minimum value of P. ,
3*5 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS BY TORSION AND FLEXURE vsiHEN 
SUBJECTED TO EQUAL VARYING AXIAL LOADS
nz3*5*1 Assuming tne varying axial loads to be given by ~ P sin —  , 
the differential equations (3 »3 <*6) will be applicable*
With v a 0 and x0 a 0 as in section 3*4f these become:-
E lu !*+ ? s in ^ -u H + P f;C c s ^ u l -t- 4z.CC
+  Py03 i n ^ f + P y 0jrmJi f  ^ 0
+Pyo$ i n ^ U f ' + P y j f & ^ c d  ~ 0
&'ith the values obtained in (3 .A*4) for the reactions 4^0, and 
Jtcj} , the above equations will become:-
Bif+PtinfLe+PfcJftl-h  
-PPpiri^'+^fcos^LC -^^^ll^O  I
The variation equation which upon the substitution in equations 
(2 .2 *11) will give the above equations 0 »5 «2 ) will in this 
case be of the following form:-
.(3.S.Z)
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3*5*2 Using the curves given by (3*4*?)« this variation equation 
becomes when integrated and minimized in the usual manner
From the above sets of equations a group of linear simultaneous 
homogeneous equations for the coefficients an or bn can be obtained* 
The buckling value for P can be found by equating the determinant 
of these coefficients to zero.
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3 .6 BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS BY TOSSION AMD FLEXURE WHEW 
SUBJECTED TO UNEQUAL VARXING AXIAL LOADS
3»6ol Assuming the axial loads in the chords A and B to be given
nrni
by PAa - P^ sin and Pgg = Pg sin -jp respectively, the 
differential equations (3*5*1) will be applicable* It will* 
however, be necessary to obtain expressions for the reactive 
forces and moments from the elastic medium in terms of the deflexions 
and rotations.
3*6.2 After buckling the deflexions and rotations at a.section 
will be as shown in fig. 3*6.1. The same deflexions and
rotations will be produced if the U-frame is considered to b@ 
acted upon by the reactions from the elastic medium as shown in 
fig. 3*6*2. Using the principle of superposition and the values 
for the elastic moduli as given in Appendix II, the following 
equations can fee written down:~
F/f&U- 3.6.2
-  5 3  -
The reactive forces and moments will be given bys-
“ 4^ 4
ma~4 € ! ~  4 4 /  
% - 4 4 f  = 4 ^  
4 - 4 ^ / ~ 4 4 /
.<36.#
ttith these values equations (3.6.1) can be re-written as,
4 4  4 4  v 4 ^  “ 4 4 ^
+ 4 %  = 4  4 f ^  
4 m*+ - 4 4 ^ *
*4g* 4^b’^ 4^a+ 4  Mg =  4 4
\
7
.<36#
3.6*3 As in the previous chapter, the assumption is made that 
s and also that ^  The aDO¥@ equations
can thus be re-written as follows:-
4 ^ +/ 4 ^ iL4 ^ - f/ 4  ^  ”  4 4 $
4  4  *7 -4 4 $
4 ^ 4>#+*^4^  ~  4 4 ^
^4^"^ 4  ^  7 * 4 4  ^ 4
The solution of the above equations can be expressed in the 
following form:-
• w ;
&  =  #  *■ ^
^-(Bya)fA- 0-yU.C) a.A
/ % =  (f - ^ H ) ^  -+ (A-~/^b) ua  
Mr H H y t f f y -  ( B y * A ) n A
■■(3.6.5)
J
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where?
3*6.4. $ith the values (3«6.3)« the equations (3*5*1) will becomes- 
Chord A :
EluZ+%sinQ<4'-h%{cos&-u£ + (CyA'tyUt
Chord B:
{ l a p  g a n g U i - t l & w f y l  * ( C - p U . A > -l3 U )
rfpirifuj+ijtfasfilt'-rCA-jlJUt
The variation equations which upon the substitution in equations
(2.2.11) will give the above differential equations (3*6.8), will 
in this case be as follows:*®
i k a & u s f a K f J A
-h
:z,
14. ,2
+  * r >  - *  7
3*6.6 Using the curves in (3*4*7)* these variation equations 
become when integrated and minimised:-®
56
zf
J ? + s 2-/
n
} n 2+ s z-/
l
5
=  <?
2.-2.
<5
'jt\ ft2*®3--!
L 'd£3' ff*$2r$5~2n~2s% /
o
0
W3.6./0j
-2.
-f‘ ™$S- 
lP  me 6
)2* s z-t 0
z l Z V»L2L3 2L ' 2 L Z n
na+s2-/ >2$ V.s-/ ~ 0
From the above set© of equations, two groups of linear simultaneous 
homogeneous equations for the coefficients or bn anc^ &ta^ . or 
can be obtained. Equating the determinant of these coefficients 
to zero, the buckling value for P^ or Pg when the other is known, 
and the value to# c a n  be determined.
~  5 ?  «
3*7 DEFLEXIONS AND ROTATIONS OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS DDE 
TO SYMMETRICAL LOADING ON THE CROSS-GIRDERS
5*?.l Treating the ©ross-girders as simply supported, let 0 be 
the slopes at each end due to the symmetrical loading. 
Considering an tJ-frame which supports the compression chords.
Due to the loading on the cross-girder the tops of the frame will 
move inwards distances $ and rotate through angles which 
according to fig. 1 will be given by,
►A*
A - (b+c)&
$= 9
~ a ? o
Inless, then, the actual deflexion and rotation of a chord at a 
section are A and respectively, the chord will be acted upon 
by reactions from the elastic medium. Vahen the actual deflexion 
and rotation are u and 9 as shown in fig, these reactions
will be proportional to,
CL = J&-LL
f ~ i - f  J
a u )
If these values are substituted into the equations 0*4.4)» the 
reactions can be expressed in the following form:-
J
an)
The signs in tlx© above expressions have been changed, since the 
reactions are assumed to act in the opposite direction to those 
given by (3-^»4)«
2*?.2 With these values for the reactions, the differential 
equations (3«5*X) will become:-
Elu?+Psin^u,,+P^cess^ ui +  
+
9 t'CQf
y (3J.4)
The variation equation which upon substitution in equation (2*2.IX) 
will give the above equations, will in this ease be:-
(J(ElU’z+£Ff,+G/<f,*)dz-
vq (ll* A /} % a /s 2
1
+
^  ^  -  
^(u!%2fcu,‘f + f 2)dz. 
A - U ' d z .
3»?*3 Using the curves in (3.4.?), this variation equation becomes 
?/hen integrated and minimised, using the results obtained 
in section 3*5t
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On expansion the above expressions lead to two sets of linear non- 
homogeneous simultaneous e4nations« For a special loading condition 
these equations can be solved to give the coefficients and b^.
3o8 DEFLEXIONS AND ROTATIONS OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS DUS TO
UNSYMMSTRICAL LOADING ON THE CROSS-GIRDERS AND LATERAL DIND 
LOADING ON THE MAIN GIRDERS
3*8*1 As in sections £.13 and 3<»? it will first be necessary t© 
determine the values for 4  and Jj? for which the reactions 
from the elastic medium are zero* The following three cases will
be considered separately:
® 6q «»
(a) Effects of uasymmetrical loading on the cross-girders«
3*8.2 With reference to fig* 3*8*1, it will be seen that due to
the unsymmetrical loading on the cross-girders the deflexions 
and rotations at the tops of the vertical members will be as follows:-
&BLp lj h—
A T
btc
hdT^ikn-c.)
4 i =  @&0>+c.)
4 -.*
^BLT J
(b) Effects of the difference in the main girder deflexions*
306*3 As discussed in paragraph 2 .1 3*4 $ the main girders will
carry different vertical loadings, and therefore there will 
be different vertical deflexions of the girders at equal distances 
from a support. Referring to fig. 3*8*2, the effects of these 
deflexions on the tops of the vertical members of a U-frame 
can be expressed as follows:-
B
I
hfU(z*-2Lz3+t?z) ~(M2)
iztekzMh-)
F,y.3.t.Z.
6l «
(c) Effects of wind loading.
3 .8 .4  With reference to paragraph 2.13.5 and fig. 3*8*5, the
following expressions for the deflexions and rotations can 
be written down using the principle of superposition:-
$J-B■&w
I
Mm
'$AW
\
t>AA +  ^ 0 B  = i/WwA-f-'Xk/w&) 
^ ^ bb^ ba^^bb^ A a “J’(^ to+'^ wA)
= * ij^A +Ma)
=&&+H a J
,.0-8.4)
3.8.5 Using the values obtained in the equations (3*8.1), (3*8.2) 
(3 .8.3 ) and (3 .8 .4), the deflexions and rotations for 
zero reactions will bes-
A  = ^ AlT^^Aw
ir4kL$f$v
-(MS)
J
-  6 2  -
which will become,
A =&A(t»c)-Fy (z -^2Lz 3-tl?z) Mm)
AB= £b(6+c)-hn(z<-2LM}z)+ ^ (hi/a +Wwa) 
fK =  & - y ^ r c (z*-2Lz?-£z)-t-j[3(VwA + W w & )
^ = 4 + ^  sk(z‘L2Lz^ z)'h +Ww&)
"\
(3.U)
J
When at a section the actual deflexions are and Ug the 
rotations 9  ^and for the chords A and B respectively, the 
corresponding deflexions and rotations from the points of zero 
reactions can be expressed, as in paragraph 3 «?*1 « a® follows:-
My - U,f
&3 =  ^ 3
f s - f s - f a
..(3.8.7)
The required reactive forces and moments will be obtained by 
substituting the above deflexions and rotations into equations 
(3.6.5). These reactions will be of the opposite signs to those 
given by (3 *6 .5 )? and can be expressed as follows:-
Rs==- A<pB +Du.A — C Ug 
Ma- -F41+ Hdh ~~A tify +B llb .(3.8.8)
With the values given in (3.8.7) and with the same assumption 
as before that » y a**d 9^ = reactions become:-
M&— u& —All®
4 f -  ( A - f Q f i  - f ( C r / J ) ) a A - A f A + B < i f C A + d L B ^
nB=-(B-/-A)$ -(d -/-c) “a + H  ch
+ (A~a 3Jua -  F& +tf&-  A &A-tBA&
J
3.8.6 With these reactions, using the values for ^ g? ^5
from equations (3o8«6), the differential equations (3*5*1) 
will become,
Chord As
Elu!g+PA5kFgu^-tT^a)^gu-A -i- (Cy^D) 11 &
T T ; + % f a > s f d ' + M -
r U ik(z*'2L i3+£z) + iJ^A  
•f-Bj&g-f-Rsh (zA~2b?-tlAz) (Wwb+KWwa)J
- C$A (btc)-y (z*-2lzb&) +itf (H/a +b ^m)J 
+ D [ Q b Q>+c) +]l(z*-2l-&l?z)+ \ ( h k e + A  ^ W 7  3=3 0
' W t f + $ ? * » ¥ < % * + %
+  (Ayt-BjU'A 
-ffy-IL d c & P U ^ f z J + ^ H t - t - N w e ) ]
+ H [ & b +IL ( z f - 2 t e * - & M % : ( M / s + M h / 4 ) J  
~A[9A(b *c )-g , (zA-2t 2?+lA z)+'jg(bfaFA /»W7
+B[9$ (6+c)  + I L ( z t - 2 U ? + P z ) + ^ ( y w B + M i > / A ) J  —  0
« 64 “
Chord B:
EIu>Wesm fr ig  U>t
-l-fyo5ih¥ # ' +  ilfifv#
^ A -y -h :  (z?-2Lz3+i?z)-t 
Z+c. (z ty z ^ z ) -7- ^ (k/hb ^ 1 /^ a)J
+^ i9 A(bH :)-l^ (^-2lz^lfz)F  ^ ( k / w A + A b / m ) ]  
~yd.Qji (b+c)+IJ (^z*-2L7?i-l3.)-f-'jjg(k/w8+Ab/tfAg] ~
Er<fw<fiA ni-% ts/o ¥ $
7^ S/J¥ 4 ( A - f f l & A
(z?~2l-Z3+i?z) -E b/wA+Xb/we)]
~fi[9e*% 1»c(z±2Lz3Fi?z) ■+ Vb/B+XWtfA)]
+ jt[&A (A+c)-y(z4-2Lz?+&)-t- (hi/A +A b/m )J
(Hwb+A A W 7  =0
The variation equations which upon the substitution in equations
(2.2.11) will give the above differential equations (3*8.10), will 
in this case be as follows:-

3*8.7 Using the curves in 0.4*7), these variation equations 
become when integrated and minimized,'using the results 
previously obtained in sections 2.13 3»6s-
z l  m  L * '4f r j z
v rP+s4^-! /. m S u  [4.?f rfas^-l
n ^ M W - Z s k i  L n ^ n ^ 2 d k Z 2 r N & i
izjLJLu^
4rftJ 2 / ^ n
rfrsf-t ,zxiL n<_rg±s?±L
+ T » * riM?z»wrS T %
* * « * v 'J ^
m ................ A
I*"
-f.ZSBjj ,Xfl- «j_____f> r.F'~ / , 2]iMf' "FSk/xi / .
/• * f &  f A & a & t f & H  L Y ^ r ^ 2 < & 2 r ? - 2 a * + l
-^ jP(I^ W^ B)~4(hi¥g^ yHA)]j+%^ sj^ S 
1 t}fan*s*Emit n-*/,$Sr -- J
- 6? -
On expansion the above sets of equations (3«&«12) lead to four
3->9 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS AND TORQUES IN THE CHORDS
The bending moment and torque at a section a of a chord 
can be expressed as follows:-
when only a few terms are used for the calculation of the deflexion 
and rotation curves, the results of the bending moment and torque 
at a section as calculated from equations 0 «9 »D may not tee very 
accurate. Since the series for u and 9 normally are very rapidly 
convergent, it will be better to calculate the lateral forces and 
torques acting on a chord from these curves, and hence calculate 
the resulting moment and torque at a required section, With the 
directions for M and R positive as shown in fig. (3 °^»D? the 
reactions on the end oosts will tee given by,
where S and M are given by equations 0°7*3) fo£* the case of 
symmetrical loading on the cross-girders,
3°9»3 At a distance a from a support, the following expressions
for the moment and torque can then tee obtained by considering 
the equilibrium of the section:-
groups of linear non-homogeneous equations from which 
and can be determined for a given loading condition.
3*9*2 The above series for M and T are more slowly convergent
Qi 8i
M o. = - E I lC  = E l § [ a n n * s / n ^
n~0DD 3
/ / - e /vs*
than the corresponding series for u and Therefor©
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f)0L P ' ,
!L-ti,CL+IR(a-z)di^lc^[((kun(tf:$fa
In Chapter VI the number of terms necessary for the accurate 
estimation of the bending moments and torques will be discussed*
3.10 CALCULATION OF THE DEFLEXION AND ROTATION CURVES FOR THE 
CHORDS WHEN THE END POSTS ARE FLEXIBLE
in the same manner as described in section 2*16* The 
reactions ©a the end posts are given by the equations (3*9*2), and
obtained from equations (3*4*2).
3.10*2 Now the new deflexion ana rotation curves must be determined
curves thus obtained, the reactions on the end posts can again be 
obtained using equations (3*9*2), and the resulting deflexions and 
rotations from equations (3*4*2).
3*10.3 The above procedure has to be repeated until the reactions 
on the end posts correspond to the values for the end 
deflexions and rotations assumed for calculating these reactions.
3*10.1 The effects of flexible end posts can be taken into account
the corresponding end deflexions and rotations A
which a __
using in the formulae instead of A
with the new
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C H A P T E R  IV 
■ X Y L O N I T E  M O D E L  E X P E R I M E N T S
4»X INTRODUCTION
4«lol As mentioned in Chapter I, no account of any experimental 
work dealing with the behaviour of compression chords 
for through-bridges has yet been published. Although it seems 
improbable that n© experimental work has been carried out in 
this field, the absence of any published results made it necessary, 
for the purpose of tiiis thesis, to assume that none of the existing 
theories have been verified experimentally. These existing 
theories, especially those which are summarised in sections 2.3 
and 2.4 for buckling due to constant axial loads, are based on 
essentially the same assumptions as the new theories proposed in 
this thesis. It was therefore first of all necessary to obtain 
exxierimental verification for the correctness of these assumptions.
4.1.2 The main assumption, on which all theories described in this 
thesis are based, is that the compression chords behave
as struts supported laterally by the U-frames which are made up 
of the cross-girders and the vertical stiffoners. These U-frames,
which support the chords at discrete points along the span, are 
assumed to foe replaced by an equivalent continuous elastic medium
4.1.3 The correctness of the above assumption can be investigated 
by subjecting the chords of a model through-bridg® to equal
constant axial loads, and comparing the results with the 
theoretical formulae (2.3*1) and (2.4.6). After this the cases 
of buckling due to varying axial loads and the deflexion of the 
chords when the live load is applied directly on the cross­
girders can be studied.
4.2 OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
4.2.1 With reference to the discussion in the above section 4.1,
the objects of the experimental work described in this
chapter can be summarized as follows
4.2.2 To establish experimentally the behaviour of the compression 
chords up to the point of buckling when subjected to,
(a) Constant axial loads, and
(b) Varying axial loads,
when the chords remain straight up to the point at which buckling 
occurs.
4.2.3 To obtain experimentally the deflexion curves for the 
compression chords when the cross-girders are loaded,
(a) Symmetrically, and
(b) Unsynunetricaliy,
with a vertical continuous loading covering the whole span of the 
bridge•
4.2.4 The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter
was thus mainly to verify some of the most important theories 
given in Chapter II.
4.3 CHOICE OF MATERIAL FOR THE MODEL
4.3.1 In order to achieve the objects of the experiments as described 
in the above section within a reasonable time, it was
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important to iaake the model of such a material and to such a 
scale that it could easily and quickly be manufactured and tested* 
The material which seemed best suited for this purpose was 
xylonite.
4*3«2 Xylonite has the following main advantages for using it for 
structural m o d e l s I t  is comparatively cheap and is 
available in sheets of a large variety of thicknesses* It can 
easily and accurately be cut with an ordinary hack~saw, and be 
welded using durofix and/or acetone* It has a low modulus of 
elasticity and a high tensile strength*
4«3»3 Among the main disadvantages of xylonite is first of all 
that the modulus of elasticity varies with stress and 
temperature, and also with the duration of an applied stress*
In addition to this, high temperatures and direct sunshine will 
deform the material.
4.3»4 Taking great care in carrying out the experimental work, 
most of the disadvantages of the xaaterial can be overcome
or their effects reduced to such an extent that good experimental
results can be expected from models made from xylonite.
4.4 FABRICATION OF THE MODEL
4.4.1 The model was made by the author in the workshop of the
Main Structures Laboratory at Imperial College. Fig. 4«4.1 
shows one of the main girders and its dimensions.
45'
4*4.2 The members were cut from xylonite sheets using an electric 
hack-saw. It was found to be difficult to cut a beam 
accurately to predetermined dimensions, but relatively easy to cut
a number of beams to exactly the same dimensions. The latter 
procedure was used when cutting the flanges and stiffeners« The 
resulting dimensions of the members were obtained by direct 
measurement of the finished model with a micrometre screw gauge.
4*4.5 The members were welded together using first acetone to
ensure that the surfaces to be welded were clean and smooth, 
then dor©fix was used as the main welding material. The durofix 
was allowed to set for about 24 hours, and then acetone was again 
used to fill any air voids between the surfaces which were welded 
together. It was found that durofix takes a long time to set 
completely, and therefore at least a week was allowed to elapse 
between the last welding operation and the first actual test of 
the model.
4.4.4 The most important parts of the model were the compression 
chords. By measuring the finished chords with a micro- 
raetre screw gauge the maximum variation in the widths was found to 
be t *0025 in., taking measurements at eleven sections on each 
chord. This variation is not much greater than the maximum 
variation of the thicknesses of the sheets as supplied from the 
manufacturer, and the accuracy of the model could therefore be 
considered to be satisfactory.
4.^.5 The cross-girders were bolted to the main girders with steel
bolts, as shown in fig.4.4.2. 
By using such an arrangement, 
the stiffness of the U-franes 
could easily be varied by
altering the distance between 
the main girders, or by
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placing the cross-girders on end or flat* As shown in table 4»?°1« 
20 different stiffnesses were considered for the buckling of the 
chords due to constant axial loads. A very wide variation of 
the buckling loads and several different buckling modes could thus 
be studied.
4.5 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
4*5*1 In order to expect good agreement between experimental and 
theoretical results, it is of importance tnat as many of 
the dimensions and properties of the different members from which 
a model is made are determined experimentally. In this case the 
moduli of elasticity of the materials from which the compression 
chords and the U-frames were made were determined experimentally.
4*5*2 The modulus of elasticity of the compression chords was 
determined by testing an 11 in* long beam of the same 
material. This beam, which had a rectangular cross-section 
0.6509” x 0.1629”, was simply supported and the deflexions at 
midspan were measured with an 1/10,000 in. dial gauge for loads 
applied at the midspan of the beam.
4.5*5 The modulus of elasticity of the vertical stiffeners and
the cross-girders was determined by measuring the stiffness 
of the U-frames directly. This was achieved by subjecting the 
tops of each U-frame to equal lateral loads, and measuring the 
resulting deflexions as shown in fig. 4.5*1. 10 different
values for the stiffness of the U-frames were considered, and 
the mean value for the modulus of elasticity thus obtained was 
used in the theoretical calculations*
-?4 -
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Fig. 4.5.1.
if. 6 DIMENSIONS AND CONSTANTS OF THE MODEL
4.6.1 The following are the main dimensions and constants of 
the model as obtained by direct measurements and from the
preliminary experiments described above in section 4«5. These 
values were used for calculation of the theoretical results for 
the model.
4.6.2 Dimensions:*-*
Compression chords 0.420?” x 0.1?99u
Vertical stiffeners 0.4264” x 0.l8l6”
vyeb 0 .030” thick
Cross-girders 0.482?” x 0.1289'* (small)
0 .6312” x O.I833” (large)
4.6.3 Second moments of areas:-
Compression chords I .= 0.0011162? in.^
Vertical stiffeners 1^= O0OOII8983 in.^
Small cross-girders (flat) 
Small cross-girders (on end) 
Large cross-girders (flat) 
Main girders
4®6®4 Moduli ©f elasticity:-
Compressioa chords 
Cross-girders and vertical 
stiffeners
* Oo00008615 in.' 
Oo00120810 in.' 
I^9 — Oe00052595 in.' 
I *1.2682
E ~ 55*55? x 10* lb./in.2
S s 55.976 x 10* lb./in. 2
4»7 EXPERIMENTS WITH CONSTANT AXIAL LOADS
4o?d The object of these experiments was to determine tne buckling
loads and the modes of buckling of the compression chords
when subjected to constant axial loads#
4«?o2 The constant axial loads in the chords were obtained bj
subjecting the whole length of the main girders to pure 
bending. To achieve this, 5 in. long end-pieces, were welded on. 
to the ends of the main girders as shown in fig. 4»?<>1® The 
lower chords were made continuous with the chords of the main 
girders, but at the top chord level the axial compressive loads 
were transferred to the top chords via steel balls. The purpose 
of the steel balls was to prevent the ends of the chords of the
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main girders from deflecting laterally without restraining 
them from rotating in a horizontal plane. The steel balls were 
lubricated with vaseline* It was found that even the thin webs 
offered appreciable resistance against rotation of the ends of 
the compression chords, and they had to be cut down as shown in 
the figure.
4.7«3 The loads were applied at points 5M from the supports
where the main girders started. The loading arrangement
was at each end as shown inm
F/oor
fig. 4*7*H. The weights were 
suspended at about 1/8*1 above 
the floor level* Thus when 
the chords buckled, the model, 
would deflect and the weights 
would rest on the floor. This 
arrangement prevented collapse 
of the model after the buckling 
had occurred. Fig. 4<>?«3 shows.- 
a side view of the loading 
arrangement and the experimental 
set up. Equal loads were 
applied at each end, and increased 
in increments of 1/2 lb. To
ensure that both the main girders
carried equal loads, the 
deflexions of the girders were 
measured with i/1000 in* dial
gauges, as shown in fig* 4.7.3* The loading was applied only
for about one minute at a time, and three minutes were allowed
to elapse between successive load applications in order to
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reduce the effects of creep.
nj.47.3.
It was found that in order to determine the buckling 
load accurately, it was of great importance that the 
compression chords were straight initially. To ensure tnis,
wooden -wedges were inserted 
between the cross“girders and 
the main girders where required 
as shown ixi fig. By
adjusting these wedges any 
initial curvatures in the com- 
pression chords could easily 
be straightened out, and the 
bucmiing be maae to occur 
sudde nly o
Fiq.4.14-.
U>at%QeJ
Whin
girder
v / m
 ^ C^ross-qirder
1
L  . . .
- ?b -
-^0?05 The model was tested noting the buckling load and the
mode of buckling for 20 aifferent values of k, the elastic
Fty47&
modulus of the U-frames. Buckling modes with one, two and 
three half-waves were thus obtained, and the buckling loads in 
the chords varied between i+ lb. to 25 lb. Fig* k°?*5° shows 
a typical buckling mode with three half-waves.
h»?o6 The results from the experiments are given in table 4*?.X 
where they are compared with the corresponding theoretical 
ones. The 'exact* theoretical values have been obtained using 
equation (Z.J.l) which was developed on the assumption that the 
chords were supported laterally at equally spaced discrete elastic 
supports. The 'approximate* values have been obtained from 
equation (2.4-.6) which was developed on the assumptio?i that the 
U-frames could be replaced by a continuous elastic medium.
Table 4.7.1
THEORETICAL ARD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR BUCKLING OF THE CHORDS $0BH 
SUBJECTED TO E^UAL CONSTANT LOADS
k ■
Buckling loads in 
Theoretical 
’Exact* ’Approximate
lb.
Experi- 
* mental
Wo. of
Theo­
retical
half-waves
Experi­
mental
0-096 4.09 4.13 4.4 1 1
OolXO 4.44 4.45 4.7 1
0.147 5.25 5 .28 5.6 1 1
O.I83 6.07 6 .1 0 6*2 1 1
0-218 6 .8 8 6 .9 1 7.1 1 1
0.271 8.09 8.12 8.1 1 1
0.309 8.95 8 .9 7 9.3 1 1
0.358 9.75 9 .78 9*6 2 2
0.426 10.14 10 .17 10.5 2 2
0.698 11.66 11.72 11.3 2 2
0.933 13.03 1 3 .0 6 12.8 2 2
1.203 14 .5 0 14 .59 14.0 2 2
1.406 15.63 15 .75 1 5 .6 2 2
1.622 16 .8 6 16 .98 1 6 .3 2 2
1.941 18.57 18 .80 18.1 2 2
2.233 20.24 20.47 19*7 2 2
2.630 22.49 22.72 22.6 2 2
2.886 2 3 .9 6 24.18 23.1 2 2 (3 )
3.197 24.89 25.51 24.1 3 3 (2)
3.583 25.82 26.49 25*0 3 3 
_  . .
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4.8 EXPERIMENTS WITH VARYING AXIAL LOADS
4*8.1 The object of these experiments was to determine the
buckling loads and the modes of buckling of the compression 
chords when subjected to varying axial loads*
4*8.2 To obtain varying axial loads in the chords, the model 
was simply supported at the ends of the main girders 
and vertical equal loads were suspended at each cross-girder.
A side view of the loading arrangement is shown in fig. 4.8.1.
The weights were suspended about 1/8’* above the floor level so 
that when the chords buckled the deflexion of the model would
-pytstfeighh
JZf r Floor
FiqAAL
cause the weights to rest on the floor. Thus collapse of the 
model after buckling was prevented. By using the loading 
arrangement shown in fig. 4.8.1 and fig. 4.8.2, equal loads
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were suspended vertically below the main girders at the ends
Ftfi.S.Z.
of each cross-girder. To ensure that both the main girders 
carried equal vertical loading, the deflexions of the girders 
were measured with 1/1,000 in. dial gauges®
h»8«3 The load was increased in increments of 1/2 lb., and
three minutes were allowed to elapse between successive 
load applications in order to reduce the effects of creep® To 
ensure that the chords were initially straight, wooden wedges 
were used as described in paragraph **■.?. h*
4o8oh The model was tested noting the buckling load aiid the
mode of buckling for 13 different values of the elastic 
modulus of the U-frames k. Table UoS.l gives the results
from these experiments. The buckling loads given in tnis
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Table 4.8.1
THEORETICAL AUD E£PEI*IMS2iTAL RESULTS FOR BUCK1XM OF THE CHORDS 
ft HSR SUBJECTED TO E^UAL VARYING LOADS
k
Buckling loads in lb 
Theoretical 
One term Two terms
Exx>eri-
mental
Ro. of half-waves 
Theoretical 
One term Two terms
Experi­
mental
0.14? 12.44 10.82 1 1 .1 ; 1 1 1
0.183 14.37 12.18 13.1 1 1 1
0.218 15.12 13.43 14.4 2 1 2
0 .271 15.63 14.75 15.7 2 2 2
0.309 15.99 15 .06 l6 .1 2 2 2
O .698 19.72 1 8.2? 1?.? 2 2 2
1.203 24.56 22 .22 21.7 2 2 2
1 .622 28.59 25.31 24.? 2 2 2
1-941 31.64 27.53 27.9 2 2 2
2.233 34.45 29.50 2 9.O 2 2 2
2 .6 3 0 38.25 32.01 3 0 .6 2 2 2
2 .8 8 6 39.9 7 33.55 31 9 3 2 2 or
3.197 41.25 35.39 34.0 3 2 3
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table is the maximum compressive loads at midspan. The 
experimental results are compared with tneoretical ones 
obtained using equation (2 .5 °3 )* The results obtained using 
one and two terms in the deflexion curves have been calculated 
together with tne corresponding buckling modes.
4-9 EXPERIMENTS ft IT S SYMMETRICAL LOADING ON THE CROSS-GIRDERS
4*9-1 The object of these experiments was to determine the 
deflexion curves of tne compression chorus when the 
loading was applied directly on to the cross-girders.
4.9*2. The model was set up as shown in fig. 4.8.1, but instead 
of using tnat loading arrangement, equal weights were 
suspended from the cross-giruers. The deflexions at five 
points along one of the compression chords, from the support to 
midspan, were measured using 1/1,000 in. dial gauges. These 
gauges were arranged as shown in fig. 4.9*1* Since the lateral 
pressure on the chord using these gauges in the usual manner 
would seriously have affected the deflexion curve of the chord, 
the following method was adopted: The springs in the gauges
were removed, and readings were taxen by pushing the pointers 
until they just touched the chord. In order to be able to 
determine the point of contact accurately, a white sheet of 
paper was placed on the floor immediately below the chord and 
light from two table lamps was projected on it- By looking 
down vertically on the chord, the gap between the pointer of 
the dial gauge and the chord was very clearly defined, and the 
exact point of contact could be determined.
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4o9®3 All the experiments were carried out with an elastic 
modulus of the H-frames k = jL«941, and 12 different
symmetrical loading conditions were considered•
%?>
4*9 4 Tables 4-9-X and 4.9*2 give the results obtained from
the experiments. In table 4»9*1 the maximum deflexions
at midspan are given, and they are compared with the theoretical 
values obtained using equation (2.1X.I1). The theoretical 
results are given using one, two and three terms in the deflexion 
curves. In table 4.9.2, the deflexions of the chords are given
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Table 4.9 •!
MAXIMUM DEFLEXIONS OF THE CHORDS WHEN THE CROSS-GIRDERS ARE LOADED
SYMMETRICALLY
Cross-Girder Load­
ing Condition
Maximum Deflexions in in. 
Theoretical 
One term Two terms Three terms
Experi­
mental
(1) -r -r -l^ fO .130 .131 .133
(2 )
>" 4
HD
I , , I
.288 oZSb .271 .27?
(3)
* 4Zlb
r , , I
.216 .201 .202 .20?
(4)
3" i b" 
I/O
T ,
J 3"
/ /b
I
.160 .149 .150 .154
(5)
/to
t ,
1 2* 
/to
•337 .320 .322 •339
(6)
£% &» 
2/b
T, * * 1
.185 .176 • 177 .182
(7)
/% to” 
2/b 2to
I
•237 .230 .231 .249
(8)
/% fOn 
*5 to
T
$/"
2-S/b
, 1
.294 .290 .291 .304
(9)
t% /<?"
3to
T
4/"
3 lb
X
.102 • 097 .098 .096
(10)
5% //" 
2/d
I
zto
I
.154 .152 .152 .160
(11)
4  w
3 to
T
1-s> 
3 ib
T .21? •253 .235 .226
(12)
5^ //" 
4/b
T
4 lb
,T
.252 .291 .298 .314
•5% Hn
4-5 to 4-5/b
Table 4»9»2
DEFLEXIONS OF THE CHORDS WHSft THE CROSS-GIRDERS ARE LOADED SYMMETRICAL!' |
T , Poxnt Deflexions in , .Point Deflexions T , Point Deflexions m  i Load . Load Load ^
r on m .  021 ln ln* roco on la*Span Case gpan . Cas@ Span .
Theo- Sxperi- Theo- Expen- Theo- Bxpen-
retical mental retical mental retical mental ' j
CD .5 .131 .133 (5) .5 .322 .339 (9) -5 .098
V0ONO.
.4 .12? .120 .4 .310 .321 .4 .094 .080
*3 .115 .111 .3 .273 .272 .3 .083 .063
.2 .091 .085 .2 .209 .196 .2 .063 •037
.1 .052 .049 .1 .115 .102 ol .035 0OI8
(2) •5 .271 .277 (6) .5 .177 .182 (10) .5 ol52 .160
.4 .262 »26o .4 .170 .168 .4 .145 .135
•3 •234 .225 .3 .150 .139 *3 .124 .098
.2 .184 .176 .2 .115 .097 «2 .091 .054
• 1 .103 .095 . 1 .063 .049 .1 .049 .022
(3) -5 .202 .207 (7) .5 .231 .249 (11) .5 .235 .226
.4 • 19& .200 .4 .221 .224 .4 «2l8 .193
•3 .1?6 .177 .3 .192 .175 .3 .175 .134
.2 *139 .139 .2 .145 .122 .2 . 119 .073
.1 «0?8 .071 .1 .079 .058 .1 .060 .032
(4) .5 .150 .154 (8) .5 .291 .304 (12) .5 .298 .314
.145 .145 .4 .277 .273 .4 .271 .254
o3 .131 .125 .3 .237 .210 •3 .204 .163
.2 .103 .095 «2 .174 .138 .2 .128 .070
ol .058 .055 .1 .093 .068 0 X oO'ol .021
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for five points along the span from the support to the aidspan.
The corresponding theoretical deflations have been calculated 
using equation (2.11.11) with three terms in the deflexion 
curves. The loading cases refer to the ones given in 
table 4*9
4.10 EXPERIMENTS WITH ASYMMETRICAL LOADING ON THE CROSS- 
GIRDERS
4«10.1 The object of these experiments was to determine the' 
deflexion curves of the compression chords when the 
cross-girders were subjected to unsymmetrical loading.
4.10.2 Exactly the same experimental set up as described in
the previous section 4.9 was used, the only difference 
being that the loading was applied unsymmetrieally on to the 
cross-girders. 9 different loading conditions were considered.
4.10*3 The results obtained from these experiments are given 
in tables 4*10.1 and 4*10.2. Table 4.J-0.1 gives the 
maximum deflexions at midspan for both chords, and also the 
corresponding theoretical deflexions as calculated using 
equation (2.13*13) with one and two terms in the series for 
the deflexion curves respectively. In table 4.10.2 the deflexions 
are given for five points along the span of the chords from 
support to midspan. The theoretical results have been obtained 
from equation (2.13*13) using two terms in the deflexion curves.
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Table if* 10.1
MAXIMUM DEFLEXIONS OF THE CHORDS WHEN THE CROSS-GIRDERS ABE LOADED
UNSYMMSTRIOALLX
Maximum Deflexions in in.
Cross-Girder Theoretical , _
Loading Chord  ^ , Experimental
Condition 0ne term Two terms
(a) *J
F
A *250
.182
.232
*172
.222
.1613*. i r B
2/6i----1
«eJSV.f
I 8
A .192
.128
.178 .178
n  to* B »122 .114
2Jb
Cc) *T
r
A .298 .280 .314*
to*
JL B .19? .188 -179
3/A
(4)1 i *
A .106 .098
. 06?
.099
.066f] //« B .070
_ 2/6 
(e) AT r A • 166 .155 .165
H  //•
JL B .107 .103 .097
3/6l-
^ I8 A .250 .221 .270*.136/*! //" B • 147 .140
4/A
“ >4i r A .052 .048.038 .052.035<$4 #5* B ' .040
2/A
Ch)4j r A .082.060 .075.058 .084.0574  /A5* Bii?
« > . T r A .114.082 .109.080 . 138*.082'*kfcK'S " B
A?? ^nora ,XOQ 090
A o2 .125 .112 .2 .082 .073
.1 .069 .059 .1 .045 .039
(c) .5 .280 • 314* (c) .5 .188 .179
*4 .2?2 .299 .4 .182 .171
Chord *3 .244 .260 Chord .3 .162 .147
A o2 .189 .189 B .2 .124 • 112
ol .104 .101 .1 0O68 »06l
(d) .098 .099 (d) .5 .067 .066
.4 .096 .092 .4 .065 .06l
Chord • 3 .088 .076 Chord .3 .058 o051
A o2 .070 .056 B .2 .044 .037
.1 .039 .029 .1 .024 0 0 2 1
(e) .5 .155 .165 (e) .5 .103 .097
„4 .151 : .156 - .4 .099 .092
Chord •3 .136 .129 Chord .3 .088 .076
A «2 .106 .090 B .2 .067 .055
ol .058 .043 ol .037 .030
(f) .5 .221 .270* (f) .5 .140 .136
.213 .253 .4 .135 .129
Chord «3 .18? .206 Chord .3 .119 .106
A .2 .141 .137
B .2 .090 .078
•1 .076 • 066 .1 .049 .046
(g) -5 .048 o052 (g) .5 .038 .035
•4 .047 .042 .4 .037 .032
Chord •3 .043 .035 Chord .3 .033 .027
A o l2 .033 .021
B .2 .025 .019
ol .020 .010 .1 .014 .010
(h) •5 .075 .084 (h) .5 .058 .057
.4 .074 .073 .4 ; .056 .051
Chord .3 .067 .054 Chord .3 .050 <>049
A o2 .053 .032
B .2 .038 .032
. 1 .029 .014 .1 .020 .014
(i) *5 .109 .138* (i) .5 .080 .082
.4 .105 .119 .4 .077 . 0 7 1
Chord *3 .092 .074 Chord .3 . 0 6 8 .061
A .2 .070 0 0 V* V*
B .2 .051 .045
. 1 .038 .010 .1 .028 .025
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4.10.4 The experiments described in this section were carried out 
in May 195? at the beginning of a heat wave. The' high 
temperatures led to creep becoming noticeable at much lower stresses 
than in the previous experiments. In the tables the results which 
are marked v/rth asterisks were badly affected by the creep and must 
be considered to be incorrect.
4.11 . EXFERIMSNTAL ACCURACY
4.11.1 It is generally impossible to determine exactly to what 
accuracy experimental worx is carried out, but it is of great
importance to-consider the main factors on which the accuracy 
depends-in order to be able to estimate the value of the results 
obtained in an experiment. Some of these factors, which are 
considered to be most important in connection with the xylonite 
model experiments, will be discussed here:-
4.11.2 One of the most obvious factors on which experimental accuracy 
depends, is the suitability of the material from which the
model is fabricated. Some references have already been made to 
this point in section 4*3* It was found in carrying out the 
experiments that xylonite was as suitable as -described in that 
section, and that normally the disadvantages could be overcome 
or reduced to such an extent that the results were not appreciably 
affected. However, due to the very high temperatures in the 
laboratory during the experiments described in section 4.10, creep 
became noticeable when the chords were highly stressed, and the 
results from these experiments must be considered to be much less 
accurate than the corresponding ones obtained from the experiments
4-9." •
4.11.3 Another factor which will influence the experimental results 
is the accuracy to which the model has been manufactured.
By measuring the finished xylonite model with a micrometre screw" .
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gauge, it was found that the variation in the cross-sectional 
dimensions was kept within about £ .0025 in. Since this is about 
the same accuracy as the variation in tnickness of the sheets from 
which the model was made, it must be considered to be satisfactory.
The resulting variation of the second moment of area of the com­
pression chords will be within about 3*5 per cent. The accurate
welding of the members proved to be very difficult. It was
especially difficult to get the compression chords straight.
However, the use of the woouen wedges as described in paragraph
4.7.4 eliminated most of the errors arising from such imperfections.
A good proof for this was that tne buckling occurred suddenly, and 
the deflexion curves were symmetrical. The consistency in the 
preliminary experiments for the determination of the flexural 
rigidities of the cross-girders and the vertical stiffeners showed 
that no slip occurred in the connexions between the main girders 
and the cross-girders.
4.11.4 The accuracies of the different loading arrangements were 
approximately as follows: In tne experiments 4.7 a&d 4.8
the loads were increased in increments of 1/2 lb. In experiments 
4 .? the total weight of the loads required for buckling varied from 
about 9 lb. to 5 0  lb. and consequently it should have been possible 
to determine the buckling loads to an accuracy which would vary 
between 5 per cent to 1 per cent. In experiments 4.8 the corres­
ponding variation will be from 3 P@r cent to 1 per cent. In addition 
in these latter experiments it was found to be difficult to apply 
the loadings without imposing transverse bending moments on the 
main girders. By repeating the experiments several times, however, 
any eccentricity of the applied loading could be reduced until the 
buckling occurred suddenly. In experiments 4«9 and 4.10 the main 
source of error would arise from not applying the loads at exactly 
the right points on the cross girders. Since such inaccuracies
could easily be detected from the shapes of the aeflexion curves,
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it is not thought that any appreciable errors in the deflexions 
resulted from this.
4.11.5 In the experiments 4.7 and 4.6 no important measurements 
were taken.' In experiments 4.9 and 4.10 the deflexion
curves of the chords were determined by the measurements described 
in paragraph 4*9*2. By using that method, readings of the 
deflexions could certainly be achieved to within at least ~ .0 0 5 in.
4.11.6 Referring to the above discussion, the following approximate 
estimation of the accuracies of the results obtained in the
experiments described in this chapter can be made: The buckling
loads as determined in the experiments 4 .? and 4 . 6 should be obtained 
within an accuracy of about 10 per cent. In experiments 4«9 and 
4 . 1 0  the percentage error will vary with the magnitude of the 
deflexions. For the maximum deflexions the error should not exceed 
about 10 per cent except in the cases in experiments 4 . 1 0  where 
creep became noticeable.
4.12 DISC UBS I Oh OF THE RESULTS
4.12.1 Comparing the results obtained from the experiments 
described in this cnapter with the corresponding theoretical
ones calculated from the formulae given in Chapter II, it is seen 
that there generally Is very close agreement.
4.12.2 The buckling loads as calculated using equations (2.4.6)
and (2 .5 *3 ) for constant and varying axial loads respectively, 
are within ? per cent of the experimental results obtained from the 
33 experiments described in sections 4.? and 4 .6 .
4.12.3 Tables 4.9*1 and 4.9*2 show that for the case of symmetrical 
loading on the cross-girders, the maximum deflexions of the
chords are determined to ?*'ithin 7 * 5 per cent of the experimental
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ones by using equation (2.11.11). When the three cases of obvious 
creep are excluded from the results from experiments 4.10, it will 
be seen from tables 4*10.1 and 4*10.2 that the maximum deflexions 
of the chords are determined to within 12 per cent of the experimental 
values by using equation (2.13*13)*
4.12*4 Since the results of the experiments described in this
chapter are well within the margins of accuracies set up 
in the previous section 4.11, it can be concluded that the 
theoretical analyses proposed, in Chapter II predict the behaviour 
of the compression chords very accurately for the type of through - 
bridges considered. A more general discussion of the application 
of the theory to actual design, together with the conclusions 
which can be drawn from the experiments described in this chapter, 
will be given later in Chapter VI.
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C H A P T E R  V 
A L U M I N I U M  M O D E L  E X P E R I M E N T S
5.1 INTRODUCTION
5«lol In Chapter IV experiments with a xylonite model through- 
bridge have been described. These were carried out In 
order to obtain experimental verification for some of the most 
important theoretical analyses given in Chapter XI. In Chapter III 
the theoretical study has been extended to cover the analysis of 
the more general types of oridges where the compression chords 
are of cross-sections with only one axis of symmetry, and where 
both the torsional and warping rigidities of the chords are taken 
into account.
5.1.2 In this Chapter experiments with an aluminium model through- 
bridge will be described. These were carried out to provide
some experimental verifications for the theoretical study given 
in Chapter III. These theories are of greatest importance when 
the torsional and/or the warping rigidities of the chords are large. 
As it is impossible to construct a model which would adequately 
represent these extreme cases, an attempt was instead mad© to mak© 
a model which represented closely the most common types of bridges 
used in practice.
5.1.3 The experiments carried out on the xylonite model verified 
the assumption on which all the theoretical work in this
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thesis is based, tnat the compression chords for through-bridges 
behave as struts supported laterally in an elastic medium. The 
aluminium model was therefore not constructed for the study of 
buckling of the chords in the cases when they remain straight up 
to the point of buckling, bat for the determination of the deflexion 
and rotation curves for the chords wnen the live load is applied 
on to the cross-girders. As this meant that the girders did not 
need to be so highly stressed as would have been the case if the 
buckling behaviour of the chords was to have been studied, the 
model could be designed to resemble closely an actual structure 
without there being much danger of the webs failing in shear or 
the chords being overstressed.
5*2 OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
5.2.1 ^ith reference to the discussion above in section 5*1, the 
object of the experiments described in this chapter was to
study the behaviour of the compression chords for through-bridges 
when the live load was applied directly on to the cross-girders.
5.2.2 Attempts were made to determine experimentally the deflexion 
and rotation curves for the chords when the live load was
applied on to the cross-girders,
(a) Symmetrically, and
(b) Unsymmetrieally, 
covering the whole span of the bridge.
5*3 CHOICE OF MATERIAL FOR THE MODEL
5*3*1 The size of the model was determined mainly from the con­
sideration that it should be tested in one bay of the large 
Space Testing Frame in the Main Structures Laboratory at Imperial 
College. The main dimensions had consequently to be approximately 
as follows: Length 9 it. and width 4 ft.
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5*3*2 For making a model of each a si?,e, only steel or aluminium
can conveniently be used. -Since it was found to be difficult 
to design a steel model which could be tested in the elastic range,
„it was decided to use aluminium. Aluminium has several advantages 
over steel when used as a material for constructing structural 
models. The most important one when stability problems are studied 
is that its modulus of elasticity is only about 1/3 of that of steel 
without a corresponding reduction in its proof stress which is 
approximately equal to the yield stress for steel. A disadvantage 
in using aluminium for a model of this type was that a riveted 
construction had to be used, since welding would seriously affect 
the properties of the material. However, this drawback seemed almost 
to have been overcome in this case, and the model behaved very 
nearly linearly without any apparent slips occurring in the connexions*
5.4- FABRICATION OF TII5 MODSL
5*4.1 The necessary material was supplied by Northern Aluminium 
Company Limited, and the model was made by the author in 
the workshop of the Main Structures Laboratory at Imperial College.
The following is a list of the sections used:-
Flanges angles, Noral Section
no. 9370/A, 26 S in P.
frebs .0>6” thick sheets, B 51 S W P.
Stiffeners cnannels, Aoral section
2 2 32
no. 5016, B 51 S to p, and
il?* l‘?
»2. X F  ^ ats * Noral Section
no. 5074, B 51 B ft P.
Cross-Girders
no. l6049, B 51 S'tt P.
tees, noral Section
Aluminium rivets diameter.
6
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5-4.2 Great care had to be ta*.en to make sure tn&t the rivets 
fitted properly. The holes were drilled as small as 
possible, and steel bolts were inserted in every second hole to 
ensure that the sections were not distorted and that they were kept 
tight together until the riveting operation could be performed.
The sections as supplied were very straight, and it was found that 
the riveting did not seriously affect tnis straightness.
5.4.3 Fig. 5-4.1 shows the model and its main dimensions. The
Tit
rivets were placed at 1? pitch throughout, and the cross-
.511
girders were bolted to the main girders using4 / steel bolt 
at every connexion. -
Side E ievaiion.
Fig 5.4 .1
- -
5-5 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
5.5.1 As in the case of the xylonite iaodel, it was important to 
determine experimentally as many of the properties and
constants of the sections from which the model was made as possible. 
In this case the flexural rigidities of the compression chords, 
vertical stiffeners, cross-girders and the main girders were 
determined experimentally.
5.5.2 The flexural rigidity of tne compression chords was 
determined by laying the main girders flat and- support them
simply at the ends. Central deflexions were then measured with 
1/10,000 in. dial gauges when the girders were subjected to central 
loads. When the effects of the web ana the stiffeners are neglected, 
the flexural rigidity thus obtained will equal twice the flexural 
rigidity of the compression coords. Both'girders were tested, 
and the average result obtained. The experimental value was in 
very close agreement with the calculated one, thus showing that 
the rivets made the two angles in the chords act well together.
5.5.3 Similarly, the flexural rigidity of the cross-girders.was 
obtained experimentally by measuring tneir central deflexions
when simply supported and subjected to central loads.
5.5.4 The flexural rigidity of the vertical-stiffeners was obtained 
in a similar manner to that used for the xylonite model.
Figures 5»5«1 and 5*5.2 show the arrangement used for applying 
lateral loads and moments on the chorus. By measuring the resulting 
deflexions and rotations at the top chord level, the flexural 
rigidity of the vertical stiffeners could be calculated from the 
formulae given in Appendix II. These formulae refer to a more 
ideal type of U«frame than that used in the aluminium model, and 
it was therefore found that the results obtained.for the flexural 
rigidity of the vertical stiffeners from the different loading
- 9* -
Fig. 5.5.2-
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cases showed, some variation. It v<as found, however, taut by 
keeping the maximum deflexions ana rotations less than about .25 in. 
and .020 radians respectively, nearly elastic behaviour of the 
U-frames could be expected.
5*5*5 The flexural rigidity of the main girders was determined 
directly during the experiments with symmetrical loading 
on the cross-girders by measuring the central vertical deflexions 
of the two girders with 1/xO,000 in. dial gauges.
5.6 DIMENSIONS AND CONSTANTS OF THE MODEL
5.6.1 The following are the main dimensions and constants of the 
model as obtained by the preliminary experiments and direct 
measurement. These values have been used in working out the 
theoretical results for the experiments uescribed in sections 5.8 
and 5*9*
Compression Chords:
Total length L = 106 in.
Distance between H-frames t » Id in.
. .  2
Cross-section area A - .38? id.
Second moments of area I = .0213 in.^x
X = .0440 in.^y
Radius of gyration with respect %
to the shear centre % = .20 in. „
Distance from the centroid to the
shear centre of the section y = -.1?8 in.
ftarping rigidity EP = 27,560 Ib.in.^
Torsional rigidity GK = 24,974 Ib.in.^
Flexural rigidity El = 480,000 lb.in.^
Cross-Girders:
Flexural rigidity 3 771,000 lb.in.^
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Vertical Stiffeners;
Flexural rigidity
Dimensions of tl-frames:
■. EI^ = 116,000 lb..
b = 1 1 o8 2 2 in. 
b + e _■= 12.2i§-2 in. 
d,s %S„0
5o? 5Xi>EHIMEHTAL AfiRAflGEMEHT
5,7.1 The general experimental arrangement is shown in figures
5.7.1 and 5.7.2. In the following some of the most important 
details will be described.
5»7-2 The main girders were simply supported at the ends with one 
end placed on rollers to allow horizontal movements, as 
shown in fig. 5*7*3*
£ndpost-i 0
0
m
0 0
nm
0 0
*Cre>ss-gir£ter
T^ zzzzz.zz2z\
0
srErtd
post
0 0 0
__ _m
0 O
m
-^Main girder J*
Tolisheej steel plates
e* Gr®s$-gird&r
Fig. 5.7.3. 'Thfo’shed steelho/l&rs
5.7.5 It was important to arrange the same type of end supports
for the compression chords as was assumed in the theoretical
analysis. Hence the ends had to be prevented from deflecting
laterally and from rotating in a vertical plane, but be completely
Fty.6.7.2..
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free to rotate in a horizontal plane. To achieve this, the 
arrangement shown in fig. 5.?.4 was used. By adjusting the
Tam •buckle lumtmum at
Ml
77V7
Ftg.S.7.4.
turn-buckles and the adjustable nuts shown in the figure, the 
dial gauges and spirit levels could be made to give the same 
readings after the application of the loading as before. The 
dial gauges, which were 1/10,000 in., were supported on a girder 
made from handy angles which was connected directly to the space 
frame, and the readings were thus not aflected by the loading 
arrangement.
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5«7*4 la order to ensure tnat the lateral deflexions and the 
rotations of the compression chords coaid be accurately 
measured, it was of great importance to prevent any lateral 
movement during loading of the main giraers at the cross-girder 
level® The model had no deck so that it had a much smaller lateral 
rigidity than an actual bridge. It was therefore necessary to 
provide an arrangement which would prevent lateral movement of the 
main girders at the cross-girder level without affecting the 
vertical loading to be carried by the main girders. Fig. 5«?«5 
shows the arrangement which was adopted. as seen in fig. 5*5.2 
one of these was used at each end of every cross-girder. The
Thin a, feet $Jrija
lengths of the thin flexible steel strips were about 7 in., so 
for the vertical deflexions of the main girders of maximum .15 in. 
the vertical load which could be carried by these strips would 
be negligible.
5.7*5 The lateral deflexions of the compression chords were
measured with 1/10,000 in. dial gauges. Axong the length 
of one chord measurements were taxen at each U*=frame as seen in 
fig. 5.7.2. As a check the deflexions at midspan of the other 
chord were also measured. Dial gauges were also placed so as to 
record any lateral movement at the cross-girder level. The
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vertical deflexions of the main girders were measured in order 
to ensure that both girders carried their right share of the load, 
and to obtain the flexural rigidity of the girders.
5«?.6 dotations of a chord at each U-frame were measured as shown 
in fig. 5*7-2 using an arrangement as snown in fig. 5 ° 7 * 6 •
JSSL
F/j.S.7.6.
9
The gauge lengths were 10 in., and the spirit levels were graduated 
to 50 seconds and could be read accurately to at least 15 second*' 
At the midspan a similar apparatus with a gauge length of 17 in. 
was used since this already had been made in the laboratory.
5*7*7 As a total distributed load of up to nearly 2 tons was
required, the use of dead weights would not have been very 
practical. Instead a loading arrangement' as shown in fig <> 5 *7 °7 
was used. 2 ton Denison balances which could measure the load 
to the nearest 1 lb. were used for measuring the loads which were 
applied with the turn-bucitles. Fig. 5*7*8 shows some details 
of the arrangement used for applying the load on to tne cross- 
girders. By this method equal symmetrical loads could be applied 
with any required eccentricity on to the cross-girders. By
supporting one end of the loading beams, unsymmetrical loading 
could be applied. Figures 5*7*1 and 5*7*2 also show some details
“ lo6 “
•Cross- girder
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of this loading arrangement and how the weights of the loading 
beams could be relieved from the cross-girders by using two wooden 
planks* When applying a loading, the weights of these loading 
beams were taken into account in order to insure that equal loads 
were applied on to the cross-girders,
5*8 EXPERIMENTS WITH SYMMETRICAL LOADING
5*6*1 Measurements of the deflexions and rotations of the compression 
chords were recorded for seven different symmetrical loading 
conditions. The total applied load varied from 500 lb, to a 
maximum of 5»750 lb. The latter loading resulted in axial com­
pressive loads in the chords equal to approximately 60 per cent of 
the corresponding Duckling loads for the straight cnoras. The 
eccentricity of tne applied load on the cross-girders varied from 
14 in. to 1*15 in. The magnitude of the applied load and the 
eccentricity were in each loading case adjusted so as to give 
maximum deflexions and rotations of less tuan about ,25 in. and 
.020 radians respectively, the limits for elastic behaviour of the 
U-= frames as obtained in the preliminary experiments 5»5®4. With 
the loading arrangement described in paragraph 5*?.?, the minimum 
eccentricity of tne applied load could not oe less tuan 1.15 in., 
ana this prevented an even higher total loading fcnaa 5»750 lb. to 
be applied.
5.6*2 In table 5.6.1 the experimental results are given for the
deflexions and rotations of the chords at 1/2 span, 1/5 span, 
and at 1/6 span. They are compared with tne corresponding 
theoretical values as calculated from the equations (5.7.6) using 
two terms in the series for u and y.
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Table 5.8,1 '
DEFLEXIONS AND ROTATIONS OF THE COMPRESSION CHORDS wHSN THE CROSS- 
GIRDERS ARE SYMMETRICALLY LOADED
Loading
Condition
Pos.
on
Span
Deflexions in in. 
Theoretical Experimental
Rotations in radians 
Theoretical Experimental
1 I  I V 2 .2114 .2172 .0162 .017320"|/y* 1/5 .1958 .1958 .0154 .0155
So lb Sotb V 6 •1259_ .1219 .0090 .0095
IX T T 1 /2 •2566 .2463 .0204 .0X99
r\ *>n\r 1/5 .2174 .2207 .0173 .0179
7S/b 7Sib 1 /6 .1597 .1361 .0095 .0x05
I I I  T T 1 /2 .2025 .2090 .0175 .0170
V p w q r 1/5 .1850 .1846 .0148 .0147
1251b 1251b V 6 .1179 .1118 .0060 .0068
IV T T 1 /2 .2251 .2287 .0194 .0189
42* 1/5 .2024 .1998 .0162 .0x68
tTs/b nsib 1 /6 .1275 .1172 .008? .0098
v I  T 1 /2 •2262 .2359 .0198 .0205
A 44* 12* 1/5 .2051 .2045 .0164 .0X74V wZSoto 2Solb 1 /6 .1256 .1102 .0087 • 0X01
VIT I
1 /2 .2387 .2437 .0205 .0214
AjJ 45* Us* 1/5 .2067 .1991 .0169 . 0165
dZSJb 3257b V 6 .1250 .100? .0067 .0X08
VII J | 1 /2 .2147 .2414 .0190 .0220
/•4?J 4^7* jAff* 1/5 • 1866 .1954 .0155 .0X95
375"/6 3/Sfa 1 /8 .1119 .0808 . 0079 .CIO!
1 /6 .0454 .0545 .002? .0037
XI 1 /2 .1341 • 1335 .0115 .0105
A 1/3 .1201 .1211 .0092 .0096
T r 1 /6 • 0739 .0776 .0045 c 00803f* 1 /2 •0837- .1000 .0065 .0077
7s lb B V 5 .0730 .0892 .0053 .0070
1 /6 .0462 • 0553 .0027 0 0040
XII 1 /2 .1194 .1123 .0104 .0092
A 1/5 .1063 .0978 .0083 .0084
* i
IJ 1/6 .0648 .0605 .0040 .0048
4*1 44" 1/2 .0675 .0830 .0051 0OO63
1231b B 1/5 .0603 .0743 • 0042 .0057
• 1/6 .0369 .0485 .0022 .0035
IV 1/2 .1318 »1197 .0116 .0098
A 1/5 .116$ .1033 .0092 .008?
4T
r£ i/6 .0645 .0606 . 0044 .0051
; 4£'• 1/2 .0744 .0960 .0056 .0071
/?5lb
' B 1/5 . 0664 .0862 .0046 «OO64
1/6 .0405 .0540 .0029 .0036
V 1/2 • 1319 .1152 .0118 .0098
A 1/5 • 1153 .0966 .0093 .0089
 ^I
r® 1/6 .0676 .0540 .0042 .0052
r\
Ib
1/2 • 0777 .0982 .0058 .0073
23o it B 1/3 .0690 • O004 .0048 .0065
1/6 .0419 .0553 .0026 .0040
VI 1/2 .1336 .1069 .0122 .0096
A 1/3 .1156 .0852 .0094 .0085
tir r® 1/6 .0657 .0391 .0041 .0041
1/2 .0825 .0977 .0061 .0080
3231b B 1/3 .0731 .0867 .0051 .0079
1/6 .0442& .0536 .0028 .0043
VII 1/2 .1178 .0947 .0109 .0092
A 1/3 .1004 .0667 .0083 .0090
4 T tS 1/6 .0562 .0244 .0035 .0048
Affid 1/2 • 0799 • 0926 .0060 .0078
3/5^ B 1/3 .0707 .0858 .0050 .0072
1 ' 1/6 .0425 .0527 .0027 .0043
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5-9 EXPERIMENTS WITH UNSYMMETRICAL LOADING
5 .5 .1 Measurements of the deflexions and rotations of the compression 
chords were recorded for seven different unsymmetrical loading
conditions. The total applied load varied from 250 lb. to 1?8?5 lk« 
and the eccentricity from 14 in. to 1.15 in.
5.9.2 In table 5*9*1 the experimental results are given for the ;
deflexions and rotations of both compression chords at 1/2
span, 1/3 span and 1/6 span. The corresponding theoretical values 
have been calculated from the equations (3*8.12) using two terms 
in the series for u and <p.
5.10 EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY
5*10.1 The accuracy of the experimental results as obtained from the
tests described in this chapter will depend mainly on the
same factors as those which were discussed in section 4 .11 for the 
case of the xylonite model experiments. It will be useful to 
discuss some of these factors as they apply to the experiments 
with the aluminium model.
5.10.2 As mentioned in section 5*3» structural aluminium is a 
material which is well suited for model structures. The
model as constructed was with regard to accuracy of dimensions 
and straightness very satisfactory. The main drawback of the model 
was that a riveted construction had to be used. This meant that 
the ideal conditions for linear elastic behaviour as assumed in the 
theoretical work will not be completely fulfilled. The preliminary 
experiments described in section 5*5 will however give some 
indication as to how the model could be expected to behave. It 
was found in those experiments that all members except the U~frames 
had a very nearly linear elastic behaviour. With regard to the 
Ur frames it was found that they had an elastic behaviour provided
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the maximum deflexions and rotations were kept less than .25 in. 
and .020 radians respectively. This elastic behaviour was, however, 
not perfectly linear. It can be estimated from the preliminary 
experiments described in paragraph 5.5*4, that with deflexions 
and rotations less than the values given above, the maximum errors 
involved for symmetrical loading will be approximately 5 per cent 
for the deflexions and 7*5 per cent for the rotations. The 
corresponding errors for unsymmetrical loaning might be up to 
10 per cent and 15 per cent respectively.
5.10.3 The error involved in using calculated values for the 
torsional and warping rigidities of the chords will probably
be negligible. It was found in the experiments described in 
paragraph 5*5*2 that the rivets made the angles of the chords act 
well together so that the flexural rigidity was almost identical 
with the calculated value.
5.10.4 The errors which might be introduced with the loading 
arrangement used in the experiments will be very small*
Great care was taxen to reduce the friction in the pulleys and to 
ensure that the points of application of the loads on the cross- 
girders were accurately determined. The balances used could 
measure accurately to the nearest pound, which in the experiments 
with symmetrical loading is about 1 per cent of the minimum applied 
load. For the experiments with unsymmetrical loading it will be 
less than 2.5 per cent when the weights of the loading beams are 
taken into account. The above figures refer to the loads applied 
to the cross-girder at midspan. For the other cross-girders, the 
maximum error will be half of the values given above.
5.10.5 All defrexion readings were taken with 1/10,000 in. dial 
gauges. The accuracy of these measurements should be
well within + .0020 in. The rotations were measured with 1/1,000 in.
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micrometre screws over 10 in. gauge lengths. The spirit levels 
could be read accurately to less than 15 seconds. It can there­
fore be estimated the accuracy of the rotation readings should 
be within, £ .0005 radians. Sidesway of the bridge at cross- 
girder level was reduced considerably by the arrangement described 
in paragraph 5*7*4* Since check measurements were recorded, the 
experimental deflexion readings were corrected for this. To 
apply corrections to the rotation readings could not be done so 
easily. It can be estimated from the deflexion readings that the 
maximum error introduced into the rotation readings due to sidesway 
will be less than 5 par cent.
5.10*6 From the above discussion it can be seen that the accuracy 
of the experimental results will depend to a certain extent 
on the magnitude of the readings and the type of the loading applied 
to the cross-girders. The following approximate estimation can 
be made of the maximum enors in the experimental results for the 
deflexion and rotation readings at midspan:-
(a) . Symmetrical loading: Deflexions .0130 in. and rotations
.0030 radians.
(b) Unsymmetrical loading: Chord A, deflexions .017^ in. and
rotations .0035 radians. Chord B» deflexions .0120 in. 
and rotations .0027 radians.
5.11 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
5.11.1 The results obtained in the experiments with the aluminium 
model agree generally very well with the corresponding
theoretical values.
5.11.2 In the case of symmetrical loading on the cross-girders,
 ^ table 5*8.1 shows that for almost ail readings the agreement
between the experimental and theoretical results is extremely good. 
For the case of the deflexions and rotations at midspan, the
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differences between the experimental and theoretical results are 
within .0100 in. and .0010 radians respectively, the only exception 
bexng loading case VII where the corresponding values are .026? in. 
and .0030 radians.
5.11*3 For the case of unsymmetrical loading on the cross-girders, 
table 5.9.1 shows that the differences between the maximum 
experimental and theoretical results are as follows; For the 
chord of girder A, which is the most highly stressed chord, the 
results are within .0170 in. and .0030 radians except in the two 
last loading cases where the deflexions are out by .026? in. and 
.0231 in. respectively. For girder B the results are within about 
.0200 in. and .0020 radians.
5.11.4 It will be seen from the above discussion that the
differences between the experimental and theoretical results 
only in a very few cases exceed the margins of accuracies set up in 
the previous section 5-10. It must, however, be pointed out that 
for the case of unsymmetrical loading on the cross-girders, the 
theoretical analysis seems to slightly overestimate the deflexions 
and rotations of the most highly stressed chord, and underestimate 
slightly the corresponding values for the other chord. As no 
similar tendency was noticed for the xylonite model, and the 
differences in the results are so small that they well could have 
been caused by the slight non-linear behaviour of the B-frames, it 
will not be possible to draw any definite conclusions from this.
5.11.5 It can be concluded from the results obtained from the
experiments described in this chapter that the theoretical 
analyses proposed in Chapter III predict the behaviour of the com­
pression chords very accurately. A further discussion about the 
application of the theory to actual design, together with the general 
conclusions which can be drawn from the experiments, will be given 
in Chapter VI.
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C H A P T E R  VI 
G E N E R A L  D I S C U S S I O N  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S
6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.1.1 In Chapter II and Chapter III the differential equations
for the deflected and rotated compression chords for through- 
bridges have been solved using Fourier series. The solutions of 
the different cases considered are given in a general form and 
will be exact provided an infinite number of terms are used in the 
series. For the results to be of practical value, however, it 
will be of great importance that the series are so rapidly con­
vergent that only a few terms will be required to give results 
accurate enough for design purposes.
6.1.2 In Chapter I the assumptions are outlined on which the 
theoretical analyses have been based. It has been shown
that the theoretical results are in close agreement with the results 
obtained from the experiments with the xylonite and aluminium model 
through-bridges. Before applying the theoretical results to 
the design of full scale bridges, it will be necessary to consider 
the validity of the assumptions on which the theories are based.
6.1.3 In this chapter some of the points mentioned above will be 
considered in order to determine the applicability of the
analyses proposed in this thesis to actual structures. The main 
conclusions which can be drawn from the work presented in this 
thesis will be summarized, and the scope for further research outlined,
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6.2 CONVEBGENCX OF THE FOURIER SERIES FOR THE DEFLEXION 
AND THE ROTATION CURVES
6.2.1 It Is not possible to give general rules as to how many 
terms which must be used in the Fourier series in order to
obtain results of sufficient accuracy for design purposes. Since 
there are many factors wnich influence the convergency of the series 
each individual case must be considered on its own. Calculations 
will clearly show the effects on the results by using more terms 
in the series. The following discussion will, however, be useful 
since it will give an indication as to how many terms which will 
be necessary, and how much work will be involved in getting results 
accurate enough for design purposes.
6.2.2 As mentioned previously, the cases of buckling of the 
straight chords are not considered to be of great practical
importance as far as the design of compression chords for through- 
bridges are concerned. The results obtained for these cases may, 
however, have application in connexion with other stability problems. 
The buckling load was in each case obtained by equating the 
determinant of the coefficients of the series to sero. In the 
case of constant axial load, one term of the series gave the exact 
answer, but for the case of varying axial load several terms had 
to be included. This will in practice lead to very elaborate 
computations if more than two or three terms are required, especially 
if the case of buckling by torsion and flexure is considered. It 
was found In the calculations for table 4.0.1 that by using one 
term only, the buckling load was overestimated by up to about 20 
per cent. By using two terms tne over-estimation was reduced to
less than 1 per cent. It can therefore be concluded that if two 
terms are used in the series, the results will generally be 
sufficiently accurate for design purposes. The buckling loads 
will always be overestimated when approximate deflexion and rotation 
curves are used in the calculations.
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6*2*3 In the cases of deflexions of the chords when torsion is 
neglected, the number of terms required for obtaining the 
deflexion curves with sufficient accuracy will depend.on several 
factors* One of these is the flexural rigidity of the chords 
compared with the stiffness of the elastic medium* ft hen the 
rigidity of the chords is large, the convergeney of the series 
will be more rapid. The most important factor to influence the
Table 6.2*1
Axial load as 
percentage of 
buckling load
Percentage error in 
Maximum Deflexions.
One term Two terms
0 +7.44 -.79
9-5 +7*12 - .6 9
19 +6 .6l -060
38 +4.73 -.44
4? +5.15 -.59
57 + .83
?6 -7.53 -1.00
85 -15.59 -2 .3 3
convergeney of the series is the value of the axial load in a 
chord as compared to the corresponding buckling load for the 
straight chord. The. table 6.2.1 shows cxearly the variation in 
the accuracy of the results with the magnitude of the axial loads* 
The maximum deflexions are considered and three terms in the series 
are considered to give the exact results. It can be seen from 
the table that usually the maximum deflexions are overestimated
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when only one term is used. When, however, the chords are sub­
jected to very high axial loads, the second term will, change sign 
and the deflexions are underestimated if only one term is used.
In all cases the results obtained using two terms are accurate 
enough for practical purposes although tney are sligxitly under­
estimated. For small axial loads an odd number of terms will 
alF/ays lead to safe estimates of the maximum deflexions as can be
Table 6.2.2
Ho • of 
terms
Percentage error 
in the maximum 
deflexion
1 ■+ 4-79
2 - .34-
3 + .08
h - .02
3 + .02
seen from table 6.2.2. Here the case of the variation in the 
maximum deflexion with the number of terms is considered when the 
axial load is approximately 4-0 per cent of the buckling load for 
the straight chord. Six terms are assumed to give the exact 
result for the maximum deflexion.
6 .2 .4- When both the deflexion and the rotation curves for the
chords are considered, the convergency of the series will 
again depend on the value of the axial loads compared with the 
corresponding buckling loads for the straight chords. Other 
important factors are the values of the flexural rigidity and the 
torsional and/or the warping rigidities of the chords compared
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Table 6.2.3
Percentage Errors in the Maximum Deflexions and Rotations
I<io.
of GK Large, 'El* small GK small, EP large GK and El* small
I ♦10.43 - .18 +4.45 - .35 +4.02 -2.02
2 - 1.14 + .72 - .54 + .8? - .31 +1.74
3 ♦ .23 .36 + .12 - .22 + . Oo -3 .1 8
4 - .05 ♦ .10 - .03 + . 05 - .01 + .54
5 + .03 - .13 + .02 - .03 + .01 -2.38
2
with the stiffness of the elastic medium. Table 6.2.3 gives some 
indications as to how the convergence is affected by the latter 
factors. The axial load is about 30 per cent of the corresponding 
buckling load for the straight chord, and the flexural rigidity 
is the same in all cases. Results using six terms for the deflexion 
and rotation curves are assumed to be the exact results. It can 
be seen from the table that in all cases the error will be less than 
one to two per cent if two or three terms are used.
6.2.5 It is seen from the tables and discussion in this section
that for an accurate determination of buckling loads and the 
deflexion and.rotation curves for the chords, only two or three terms 
in the Fourier series are generally required. For design purposes, 
however, when the live load is applied to the flexible cross-girders, 
accurate knowledge of the deflexion and rotation curves are not 
sufficient, and the bending moments and torques in the chords must 
be calculated. It has previously been mentioned that the expressions 
for the moments and torques are less rapidly convergent than those
for the deflexion and rotation curves, and that will normally 
determine the number of terms necessary for an actual design* j
6*3 CALCULATION OF BALDING MOMENTS AND TONGUES !
6.3.1 In sections 2.15 and 3»9 methods are given for the calculation
of the bending moments and torques j l u  the cnords. In each 
section two different methods have been proposed. The first of 
these methods gives the results directly by the differentiation of !
the Fourier series whilst the second method maK.es use of the integratioi 
of these series. A good indication of the accuracy of the results
; f
can be obtained by comparing the results obtained by these two
methods. ;
|
0.5*2. In table 6.3*i the results for the bending aioments at midspan |
are given for a case where tue efxect of torsion is neglected. j
■ \ •
Tne axial load is about kO per cent of the corresponding buckling
Table 6.3.1
Percentage error in momentOO at midspan
terms By differentiation By integration
1 ►45 »*f3 + B.a6
a • 9*66 - 2 .3a
3 3«6l + .49
k «= I .03 « .oO
5 .96 + .07
6 <e» 0
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load for the straight chord. The values of the bending moments 
have been obtained by differentiation using equation (2.15.2) and 
by integration using equation (2.15.3)* The percentage errors 
in the moments are given assuming the result obtained using the 
latter equation with six terms in the deflexion curve to be exact. 
Tne corresponding errors in the maximum deflexions are as given 
previously in table 6.2.2. It can clearly be seen that the results 
obtained using equation (2.15*3) converge more rapidly than those 
obtained using equation (2.15*2). For practical purposes, however, 
both methods give accurate enough results if three or more terms 
are used in the series for the deflexion curves. The convergency 
of the expressions for the bending moment will depend on the same 
factors as those on which the convergency of the aeflexion curves 
depends. These factors have been outlined in paragraph 6.2.3*
6.3*3 For the case when torsion is taken into account, two methods 
for calculating the bending moments and torques have been 
given in section 3*9* Equations (3*9*1) give the results by 
direct differentiation of the deflexion and rotation curves, and 
equations (3*9*3) by the integration of these curves. Generally 
the results from the latter equations (3*9*3) will be more rapidly 
convergent than those obtained from the equations (3*9*1)• The 
convergency of the expressions for tne moments and torques will 
depend on the same factors as those discussed in paragraph 6.2*4- 
for the convergency of the series for the deflexion and rotation 
curves. Calculations show that the convergency may sometimes 
be rather slow, especially for an accurate estimation of the torque 
up to six terms or more may be necessary. In the cases where the 
torque plays an important part, however, the values, of the 
torsional and/or the warping rigidities will be large and the 
expressions for the moments and torques will be more rapidly con­
vergent.
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6.3*4- The maximum bending moment in a chord occurs at the point 
where the second derivative of the deflexion curve is a 
maximum. Especially for low axial loads in the chord, when the 
second term in the series for the deflexion curve is positive, 
this may not always occur at the midspan. The torque is a 
function of the first and third derivative of the rotation curve 
and will be zero at tne midspan. The maximum compressive stress 
in a chord due to the uniformly distributed loading on the cross­
girders will always occur at the midspan. In an actual design 
the maximum stresses in the chords due to tne bending moments, 
torques and axial loads must be calculated. These combined stresses 
will not always be maximum at the midspan, and it will be necessary 
to investigate several sections along the chords.
6.3*5 Usually in practice the maximum stresses in tne chords will 
occur when the cross-girders are symmetrically loaded. It 
can be seen from the above discussion that for the case when torsion 
is neglected, the bending moments can usually be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy using three terms in the series. Even in the 
most unfavourable cases should it not be necessary to use more than 
six terms. This means that the calculations will consist of the 
solution of three up to a maximum of six linear simultaneous 
equations, which can be carried out with sufficient accuracy using 
an ordinary desk, calculating machine. For the cases where torsion 
is taken into account,it may be necessary to use more than three 
terms for the deflexion and rotation curves in order to be able 
to calculate the bending moments and torques with sufficient 
accuracy. This means that six or more linear simultaneous equations 
will have to be solved, which can most conveniently be done using 
an automatic computer.
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6.4 APPLICATION OF THE THEORETICAL ANALYSES TO ACTUAL DESIGN
6.4 .1 In the previous sections in this chapter the convergency of 
the Fourier series have been discussed. It can be con­
cluded from these discussions that for most practical cases the 
tneoretical analyses proposed in Chapter II and Chapter III will 
provide the necessary data for the design of the compression chords 
for through-bridges without too elaborate computations being 
involved. In section 1.4 the most important of the assumptions 
are outlined on which the analyses described in the above chapters 
are based. Before applying the theoretical results to the design 
of actual bridges, it will be of importance to consider to what 
extent these assumptions will be fulfilled in the actual structures.
6.4 .2 The theoretical analyses assume linear elastic behaviour of 
the structures. In welded structures this may not be far
from being true, but with bolted or riveted connexions this 
assumption will not be completely fulfilled. It was, however, 
shown in the aluminium model experiments that there was a very close 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical results. This 
indicates that even with tnese types of connexions tne theories will 
predict the behaviour of the chords accurately provided the calculations 
are based upon reliable data especially with regard to the stiffness 
of the U-frames.
6.4*3 The assumption that only elastic behaviour of the chords and 
U-frames is considered will probably cover most of the 
practical cases. It is generally tne aim of designers to try to 
keep the maximum stresses in bridges well below the yield point in 
order to prevent any danger of fatigue.
6 .4 .4 The whole of the theoretical study given in this thesis is 
based on the assumption that the lateral stiffness of the
U-frames can be replaced by an equivalent continuous elastic medium.
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In order that this assumption will be true in practice, the 
U-frames must be of equal stiffness and be evenly spaced throughout 
the span. In addition the number of U-frames must not be too 
small. It can be seen from table 4.7.1 that for the case of the 
xylonite model bridge which had only four intermediate U-frames, 
the buckling values calculated from the assumption of a continuous 
elastic medium are very nearly equal to those calculated from the 
assumption of evenly spaced discrete elastic supports. In 
practice, the number of U-frames will usually be quite large, and 
the assumption of a continuous elastic medium can safely be made.
6.4.5 .la the theoretical study the compression chords were assumed 
to be perfectly straight before any loading was applied on to
the bridge. This will generally not be the case in practice. In 
studying the buckling behaviour of the stra-ght chords, any initial 
imperfections may lead to the buckling load being seriously reduced. 
When the deflexions and rotations of the chords are considered for 
loading being applied on to the cross-girders, the initial im­
perfections.', will usually be very small compared with the deflexions 
and rotations produced in the chords by the deflexions of the cross­
girders. In addition the axial compressive loads in the chords 
will be small compared with the corresponding buckling loads for 
the straight chords. In most practical cases neglecting the 
initial imperfections of the chords will therefor© probably not 
affect the results appreciably.
6.4.6 In this thesis most of the results are based on the 
assumption of varying axial loads in the chords. Most of
the design methods used up to now assume constant axial loads in 
the chords. It can be seen when the buckling values ..obtained in 
table 4.7*1 for constant axial loads are compared with the 
corresponding values in table 4.8.1 for varying axial loads that 
thereis no linear relationship between these values.
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Vvhen the elastic medium is very flexible the ratio between the 
maximum buckling loads for varying and constant axial loads is 
about 2.0, and when the elastic medium is very rigid this ratio 
is reduced to less than 1.4« This indicates the importance of 
using the actual load distribution in the chords when the 
behaviour of the chords are studied. Results obtained on the 
assumption of constant axial loads are usually very simple, but they 
will normally give no indication of the actual behaviour of the 
chords.
6.4.? For the case of unsymmetrical loading on the cross-girders
the assumptions were made that u^ “/  UA and "E “/•** •
The correctness of these assumptions will be influenced by several
factors. If the main girders are very flexible or if the applied
loading is very large and almost entirely carried by one girder,
the differences in the vertical deflexions of the main girders
will be appreciable. The lateral wind loading will usually act
as pressure on one girder and suction on the otner. This means
that with tne sign convention used in the theoretical study either
*wA °r ^ wB k® negative. If the cross-girders and the bridge
deck are not rigid enough in tne lateral direction, both the main
girders may move slightly in the same direction. The effects
produced by ail the factors mentioned above will be to reduce the
deflexions and rotations of one chord and increase the deflexions and
rotations of the otner. In very extreme cases this may lead to
the assumptions of uR = fJL u and » zc <*>. to be completely v^ rong.
praqtical a / & a / A
In most/cases, however, the effects of the a cove factors will
probably not affect the correctness of the assumptions appreciably. 
0 .4 .8 The behaviour of the chords have been studied both for the
cases when the effect of torsion is neglected and when-it is 
taken into account. It will be difficult to give a general
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rule as to when the effect of torsion becomes so important that it 
should be taken into account, but the effect of neglecting it will 
be as follows;—  In the cases when the choi as are of closed box 
sections, the high torsional rigidity of the cnords will reduce 
coixsiderably the deflexions and rotations of the chords as calculated 
from the assumption that torsion can be neglected, and this 
assumption will therefore lead to too safe designs. In the cases 
when the chords are of open sections, the high warping rigidity of 
the chords will increase considerably the aeflexions and rotations 
of the chords as calculated from the assumption that torsion can be 
neglected, and this assumption will therefore lead to unsafe designs.
6.4-9 The types of through-bridges where the cross-girders are
attached directly to the webs of the main giraers or to un- 
symmetrical vertical stiffeners are not covered by the theodes 
proposed in this thesis. Such connexions seem to be used in 
practice without much knowledge of their benaviour. In the first 
case when the cross-girders are attached directly to the webs, the 
latter may be seriously deformed during the loading. In addition 
the compression chords will not be efficiently supported in the 
lateral direction. Unsymmetrical vertical stiffeners are stiffeners 
which are placed unsymmetrically about the planes of the webs of the 
main girders. Such stiffeners will form tee-sections with certain 
widths of the webs of the main girders as flanges. These flanges 
will only contribute to the stiffness of the stiffeners when subjected 
to tension. This means that the U-frames will have different 
stiffnesses depending upon what heights of the webs of the main 
girders at each U-frame are in tension or compression.
6.4.10 It can be concluded from the discussion given in this section 
that the theoretical analyses given in this thesis should be 
applicable to the design of most of the usual types of through-bridges•
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6o5 
6.5«1
(a)
(b) 
(o)
(d)
(e) 
(£)
(g)
(h)
CONCLUSIONS
The most important conclusions which have been obtained 
in this thesis can be summarized as follows:-
Compression chords for through-bridges behave as struts 
laterally supported, at discrete points by the U-frames 
which are made up of the cross-girders and the vertical 
stiffeners.
The lateral rigidity of the U-frames can be replaced by an 
equivalent continuous elastic medium.
fthen the live load is applied on the cross-girders of a 
through-bridge, these will deflect and cause the compression 
chords to deflect and rotate. The problem of the oehaviour 
of the chords thus becomes a study of the stability of 
deflected and rotated struts in an elastic medium.
The effects of initial imperfections in the compression 
chords may in most cases be neglected.
The axial loads in the compression chords must be taken as 
varying.
It is very important to base the analytical calculations on 
reliable data, especially with regard to the stiffness of 
the U-£ram©s.
Vuhen the compression chords are of closed box sections 
calculations based on the assumption that torsion can be 
neglected will lead to too safe designs.
When the compression chords are of open sections calculations 
based on the assumption that torsion can be neglected will 
lead to unsafe designs.
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(i) It will usually be sufficient only to use two terms in
the Fourier series for determining the buckling loads for 
the straight chords accurately.
(3) The deflexion and rotation curves are usually determined
sufficiently accurately if two or three terms are used in 
the Fourier series.
(k) When the effect of torsion is neglected, the bending moments
in the chords can usually be determined with sufficient 
accuracy if three terms are used in the Fourier series.
(1) When the effect of torsion is taken into account, the
bending moments and torques in the chords can usually be 
determined with sufficient accuracy if between three to 
six terms are used in the Fourier series.
6 .6 SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
6.6.1 The subject of tne design of through-bridges cover many
points which directly or indirectly will influence the
behaviour of the compression chords. In this section some of the 
most important points, which in tne author*s opinion require further 
investigation, will be outlined.
6.6.2 All the theoretical analyses proposed in this thesis are 
based on the assumption tnat the stiffnesses of the U-frames
are known. This is usually far from being the case in practice. 
Since many different types of connexions are used for connecting 
tae cross-girders to the main girders using rivets, bolts and 
welding, it would be very valuable to investigate the behaviour 
of the most commonly used types of connexions more fully.
6 .6 .3 Ifc can be seen from the theoretical analyses that the points 
of application of tne vertical loading on the cross-girders
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must be known accurately. In practice any vertical load will 
be distributed over a certain area by tue rails, sleepers and 
ballast. It would be very valuable to investigate this problem 
more fully in order to be able to predict accurately how the 
vertical loading is distributed on the cross-girders.
6.6.4- Although the model experiments described in this thesis
provide valuable results, it would nevertheless be of great 
interest to carry out some experiments £>n full scale through- 
bridges.
6.6.5 It should be possible to extend the theoretical study given 
in this thesis to cover the design of compression chords 
for other types of through-bridges than those considered here. 
Typical examples are bridges where the main girders are plate 
girders or open truss girders of varying height, which means that 
the stiffness of the elastic medium will be varying. If this 
stiffness can be represented by a continuous function of Z, the 
same variation equations as those given in this thesis can be 
considered. Skew through-bridges are very commonly used in 
practice. It will probably not be possible to give a general 
method for the design of this latter type of bridges, but analyses 
of some typical bridges together with model experiments will give 
valuable information as to the behaviour of the compression chords.
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A P P E N D I X  II
P R O P E R T I E S  O F  T H E  E L A S T I C  M E D I U M
Consider a unit length of the elastic medium with dimensions as
T “ A
suT)
*rh
Jt
»-
shown in the figure, then 
the following elastic moduli 
can be defined
/
EI, ^  2EIZ
•&}
ZEI* ZEl,
Equal forces acting at A and B to 
cause unit deflexions at A and B.
Equal moments acting at A and B to 
cause unit rotations at A
Equal forces/moments acting at A and 
B to cause unit rotations/deflexions 
at A and B.
ir
4 =
/
JsLr^  (k±s£d*
3Elt 3 Big
 U —
(k±£&L.
i>EIg
Force acting at A to cause unit 
deflexion at A.
Force acting at A to cause unit 
deflexion at B.
/ Force/moment acting at A to cause 
unit rotation/deflexion at A.
Moment acting at A to cause unit 
rotation at A.
Force/moment acting at A to cause 
unit rotation/deflexion at B.
Moment acting at A to cause unit 
rotation at B.
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